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Abstract 
Cardiovascular rehabilitation (CR) is proven to reduce morbidity and mortality in cardiac 
patients. Despite the evidence of benefit, only 15-20% of patients participate. The most 
successful strategy to promote CR utilization is systematic referral through healthcare 
provider (HCP) discussions with the patients. The objectives of this study were to: (1) 
describe patient-HCP interaction regarding CR at the bedside, and (2) investigate which 
elements were related to patient referral and enrollment. 
This was a prospective study of cardiovascular patients (n=58) and their HCPs (n=60) 
who received, a digital audiorecorder to record their subsequent interaction, about 
"secondary prevention". All HCP and patient participants completed a self-report survey 
assessing sociodemographic characteristics, perceptions of CR and their clinical 
interaction. Fifty patient- HCP interactions were successfully digitally recorded and 
coded using the Roter Interaction Analysis System, a method of coding medical dialogue. 
The results show that, CR referral- making following a cardiovascular event was not 
allocated to a specific HCP; therefore HCP awareness of patient's referral was incredibly 
low. Some elements of patient-HCP communication were significantly related to patient 
referral and enrollment in CR programs weeks later. These elements were: greater HCP 
interactivity, less patient concern and worry, less HCP reassurance and optimism, and 
more time allocated to patient questions related to lifestyle. Further tests is needed to 
examine whether HCPs can be trained to communicate wi1h cardiovascular patients in a 
manner that enhances CR enrollment rates. 
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Introduction 
Globally, cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of mortaliity, with 
17.3 million deaths each year. (1) Heart disease and stroke are two of the leading causes 
of death in Canada (2,3) and are associated with frequent readmissions, physician 
services, hospital costs, and decreased productivity. In 2008, CVD accounted for 29% of 
all deaths in Canada and three major causes were, ischemic heart disease (54%), stroke 
(20%), and heart attack (23%). (2,4) In Canada, the prevalence and death rates of 
coronary heart disease differ among various ethnic groups, with the highest rates being 
among those of European and South Asian (5) origin, but lowest among those of Chinese 
origin. ( 6, 7) In fact, there was a greater rate of clinical events among South Asians 
compared to those of European and Chinese origin for similar degrees of atherosclerosis, 
suggesting that the propensity to plaque rupture may vary :in different ethnic groups. (7) 
Despite advances in treatment and secondary prevention, a large number of 
Canadians continue to live with CVD. (8) Secondary prevention measures, such as 
cardiovascular rehabilitation (CR), can effectively reduce this burden. (9, 10) The 
Canadian Association of Cardiac Rehabilitation has defined secondary prevention as, 
"the sum total of all interventions, both physiological and behavioural, designed to 
favorably modify an individual's lifestyle, enhance adherence and reinforce compliance 
with long-term behaviors compatible with minimizing disease progression". (11) CR is 
offered through multidisciplinary outpatient programs, which focus on improving and 
maintaining cardiovascular health through, exercise, education, and counseling. CR has 
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been shown to reduce readmission rates by about 25o/o-30% and to have favorable effects 
on patients' quality of life. (12) However, despite the evidence of CR benefit (13) and 
clinical guidelines recommending CR referral for eligible patients (14), only 15-30% of 
patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) access CR. (15) 
Referral to CR is considered best practice, with most successful strategy to 
promote CR utilization being systematic referral augmented with a patient-healthcare 
provider (HCP) discussion at the time of discharge following a relevant cardiac event. 
(16) Reasons for the gap in CR participation are numerous, but studies show that HCP 
encouragement is related to a two-times greater CR enrollment. (17, 18) The primary 
objective of this observational prospective study is to describe and improve patient-HCP 
discussions regarding CR and to identify elements of the patient-HCP interaction that 
influence CR referral and enrollment. 
Review of Literature 
Cardiovascular Diseases 
CVD refers to a group of disorders involving the heart, the blood vessels of the 
heart and the system of blood vessels (veins and arteries) throughout the body and within 
the brain. (3) CVD is the leading cause of mortality and morbidity worldwide. (2, 19) In 
Canada, the primary cause of hospitalization continues to be coronary artery disease 
(CAD) and cerebrovascular disease or stroke. CVD accounts for 16.9% of total 
hospitalization, with 19.8% of these hospitalizations for men and 14.0% for worn.en. (3) 
CAD and stroke have become a burden on the Canadian economy, with a total direct cost 
(i.e., hospital care, physician services, and other institutional care) of $20.9 billion every 
year. (19) 
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Coronary artery disease (CAD), also known as ischemic heart disease, is the 
major contributor to cardiovascular death. (1) CAD is a disease of the blood vessels 
supplying oxygen-rich blood to the heart muscle. Stroke is one of the leading causes of 
death in Canada, with increased prevalence of death in women each year. (2,3) Strokes 
are a group of conditions that develop as a result of problems with the blood vessels 
supplying the brain, causing cell death and permanent damage. (20) About 80% of 
strokes are ischemic (i.e., caused by an interruption of blood flow to the brain due to a 
blood clot), and 20% of strokes are hemorrhagic (i.e., caused by uncontrolled bleeding in 
the brain). By conventional clinical definitions, if neurological symptoms continue for 
more than 24 hours, a person has been diagnosed with stroke; otherwise, a focal 
neurological deficit lasting less than 24 hours has been defined as a transient ischemic 
attack (TIA). (21,22) After having a TIA, there is a 90-day risk of a stroke reported as 
high as 10.5%, with the greatest stroke risk apparent in the first week. (21) 
Individuals who suffer from a TIA or mild, non-disabling stroke often have 
comorbid CVD. CAD and stroke share many similar modifiable risk factors including 
physical inactivity, obesity, high blood pressure, high blood cholesterol, diabetes, 
smoking, and alcohol consumption. Studies have demonstrated that due to similar 
secondary prevention guidelines as CVD, 80% of a recum:nt vascular event after the first 
TIA or stroke can be prevented with an exercise-based, lifostyle intervention in 
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combination with pharmaceutical drugs. (23,24) Secondary prevention, such as CR, 
requires a multifactorial approach. Lennon et al. (25) demonstrated that patients who 
sustained a prior stroke 1-12 years ago improved their risk factors and psychofogical 
status after attending a 10-week comprehensive CR program. Recent evidence has shown 
the efficacy and feasibility of CR following a stroke. ( 4,23,26,27) 
Much progress has been made in understanding the pathogenesis of CVD, and the 
development of clinical care and treatment. (28) Current treatments include: 
pharmaceutical drugs, revascularization procedures, and chronic disease management 
programs. Advances in treatment and secondary prevention have resulted in a large 
prevalence of Canadians living with CVD.(8) However, interventional procedures are 
palliative, and they do not treat underlying atherosclerosis and endothelial dysfunction. 
Similar enthusiasm which have been adopted for pharmaceutical drugs and surgical 
procedures has not yet been paralleled for secondary prevention of CAD, even though 
modification of risk factors and lifestyle changes have been shown to reduce the risk of 
another CAD event, and more importantly to stop or delay the progress of coronary 
atherosclerosis. (28) 
Cardiovascular Rehabilitation 
The Canadian Association of Cardiac Rehabilitation defines CR as, "the 
enhancement and maintenance of cardiovascular health through individualized programs 
designed to optimize physical, psychological, social, vocation and emotional status". (8) 
CR offers a systematic process of individualized care for CVD patients. (29) CR is a 
chronic disease management program, providing interprofessional care by medical, 
nursing, exercise physiology/ kinesiology, pharmacy and psychosocial practitioners as 
well as registered dietitians. (14) CR participants undergo comprehensive medical 
assessment, receive an individually-tailored exercise prescription, partake in supervised 
exercise, and participate in education and counseling, all of which is summarized and 
shared with the patient and other HCPs involved in the patients care. (11) Physical 
activity is the core component of CR. (29,30) CR programs differ in duration, but in 
Ontario, the average CR program is 5-6 months in duration, and supervised exercise 
sessions are offered to patients twice per week. (31) It is well established that the quality 
and longevity are significantly improved following participation in CR. (32-38) There is 
substantial evidence to conclude that CR is necessary for cardiac patients, and more 
recently CR has shown to be feasible after a stroke and adaptable to accommodate for 
those with a range of post-stroke disability. (26) 
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In the most recent Cochrane review, reduced hospital readmission rates were 
observed in the 6-12 months following CR when compared to patients not participating, 
and significantly reduced mortality was observed beyond 12 months post CR. (39) Other 
benefits of CR include increased functional capacity, improved psychosocial well-being, 
greater smoking cessation, improved blood lipid profile, and reduced hypertension. ( 40-
42) Similarly, over half of the studies reviewed by Clark et al. (43) found secorndary 
prevention programs positively affected cardiovascular risk factor reduction and 
improved the quality of life in patients with coronary artery disease who participated in 
an intervention program. 
While medical management and interventions can be successful, patient lifestyle 
changes and participation in an exercise program are a crucial part of secondary 
prevention. Participation in CR can decrease the burden of re-hospitalizations and 
procedures. (44) Based on this evidence, CR is a Class I, level A recommendation in the 
clinical practice guidelines (14,29,30) and referral to CR has been recommended as 
standard of care. (3 7) 
Use of CR 
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Despite the evidence of benefit in multiple domains and these clinical 
recommendations, CR is significantly under-utilized. The reasons for the disparity 
between evidence and care are complex but, arguably, the two chief are: physician 
referral failure and lack of HCP endorsement. (15,45-47) Specifically, only 15-30% of 
Canadians access CR. ( 15) This under-utilization is an international problem, with similar 
low participation ( 43) and poor referral rates found in the United States, Europe, and 
Australia. For instance, the EUROSPIRE III survey in Europe reported that of the 44.8% 
of patients with coronary heart disease advised to attend a CR program, only 81.4% did 
so. (44) However, the process of moving patients through the cardiovascular care system 
from acute care to CR involves the HCPs, but moreover action by patients; the referred 
patient must attend an intake assessment and ultimately participate in the program. 
Despite the ever-growing evidence demonstrating its benefits, the reason for the 
lack of CR utilization is multi-factorial. Many barriers have been identified 
systematically and comprehensively at the patient, HCP, CR program and health system 
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level (Figure 2). ( 49) Patient level barriers include: older age, female gender, non-
white/Caucasian ethno- racial descent, lower of educational attainment, low 
socioeconomic status, lack of transportation, distance to the facility, occupation, family 
composition, social support, weather, co-morbid conditions, psychosocial issues and low 
motivation.( 49-52) HCP level barriers include: physician specialty (i.e., cardiologists are 
more likely to refer to CR), lack of referral, lack of awareness of CR, and referral bias 
based on the patients' perceived motivation, ability and/or willingness to participate in 
CR. (53) CR program level barriers include: scheduling inconvenience (i.e., timing of 
classes interferes with role responsibilities), patient preferences (i.e., exercising in a 
group setting), lack of sufficient time (i.e., patients discouraged by long waiting times to 
enroll in the program), inadequate facilities, alternative CR models such as home-based 
programs, and health insurance coverage. Health systems level barriers include: lack of 
funding (i.e., budget cuts), lack of capacity, no standardized referral strategy, physician 
incentives and lack of institutional support for chronic or preventative care programs. 
Current research focused on initiating secondary prevention programs have 
included strategies that target improvements in hospital procedures before eligible 
patients are discharged. Systematic referral strategies have emerged to improve referral 
and enrollment rates to CR. As demonstrated through a systematic review,(16) meta-
analysis undertaken to inform a GRADE (54) based policy position, (55) and prospective 
cohort study, (56) systematic referral strategies significantly increase CR referral and 
utilization, up to approximately 85% and 70% respectively. With regard to the latter, the 
most successful strategy was found to be a combination of a systematic referral (i.e., 
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electronic patient record, or standardized discharge order/checklist) and by patient-HCP 
discussion at the bedside. The American Heart Association launched the 'Get with the 
Guidelines' program to close the treatment gap and increase referral over time.(16) These 
successful strategies have been developed to prompt or remind HCPs to make a referral 
prior to discharge, but previous research has shown that patient-HCP communication is 
central to patient enrollment. However, there is little understanding of HCP discussions 
with patients and how these might be optimized to address patient barriers and maximize 
patient CR enrollment rates. Also, it has been demonstrated that the use of patient 
engagement tools (e.g., patient motivational letters) at the bedside discussion can increase 
the rates of CR enrollment up to of 70%. However, these tools have been scantly 
investigated. (13) 
The American Association of Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Rehabilitation, 
American College of Cardiology, American Heart Association Cardiac Rehabilitation, 
and Secondary Prevention Performance Measure committee, have created performance 
measures to identify and correct gaps in care, promote referrals of all eligible patients 
into a CR program, and deliver high quality services through a multidisciplinary CR 
program. (14) It is unknown whether these performance measures are acceptable to 
HCPs, and indeed promote patient referral to and enrollment CR programs. On average, 
only 10%-30% of eligible patients participating in CR. Ranges vary between 11 % and 
38% depending on the area of the country. The reasons for these low enrollment rates are 
multi-factorial. (57) In an effort to overcome these barriers, numerous strategies have 
been developed and systematic referral shows promise in increasing CR referral and 
enrollment. (12) 
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Another finding associated with CR initiation and participation, other than gender 
and disease severity, is HCP endorsement. (18) Patients who perceived greater HCP 
endorsement were two- times more likely to enroll in CR and attend a greater percentage 
of CR sessions. As well, those who discussed CR with their family doctors, cardiologists, 
or cardiac surgeons reported significantly greater endorsement than those discussing CR 
with nurses.(18) Similarly, Ades et al., ( 45) found that only 1.8% of patients enrolled 
into CR when the patient perceived the physicians recommendation to be, "not mentioned 
to moderately supportive" compared to a 66% enrollment rate with a strong physician 
recommendation. Indeed, one of the strongest factors associated with CR initiation and 
participation is physician recommendation.( 45,58) In addition to the physician, nurses 
play an integral role as a core member of the patient's healthcare team. Nurses 
recommendation, though not as effective, are able to promote CR awareness and 
participation to a higher degree as they spend much more time with patients on the 
inpatient units, having influence over the patient's decision making process, and able to 
prepare the referral documentation in advance for the physician to sign. (58) 
Healthcare Communication 
Communication is the means by which information is delivered among 
individuals. Health communication is defined as, "the art and technique of informing, 
influencing, and motivating individual, institutional, and public audiences about 
important health issues. The scope of health communication includes disease prevention, 
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health promotion, health care policy, and the business of health care as the enhancement 
of the quality of life and health of individuals within the community". (59) The theory 
behind this communication outlines, "an area of research and practice related to 
understanding and influencing the interdependence of communication (symbolic 
interaction in the forms of messages and meanings) and health related beliefs, behaviors 
and outcomes." (60) Effective communication enables HCPs (e.g., physicians, nurse-
practitioners, nurses, pharmacists, dieticians, or community liaisons) to provide relevant 
health information that educates their patients about significant threats and strategies to 
improve health outcomes. 
For successful patient transition across the continuum of care, effective 
communication between the HCP and the patient is essential. Kripalani et al., (53) used 
data from observational studies to assess the lack of communication and information 
transfer between hospital-based and primary care physician at hospital discharge. Direct 
communication between hospital physicians and primary care physicians occurred 
infrequently (3%-20%), and the availability of a discharge summary at the first post-
discharge visit was low (12%-34%) and remained poor at 4 weeks (51 %-77%). (61) The 
quality of care was affected in approximately 25% of follow-up visits, contributing to 
dissatisfaction of primary care physician. Other deficits inc:luded: lack of information in 
discharge summaries about discharge medication, pending test results, patient or family 
counseling, and consequent follow-up plans, all of which adversely affect patient care. 
(61) In July 2007, the American College of Physicians, Soc:iety of Hospital Medicine, and 
Society of General Internal Medicine convened a multi-stakeholder consensus conference 
----------------- ----- --- ----
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to address the quality gaps in the transitions between inpatient and outpatient settings and 
to develop standards for these transitions. (62) Five principles of effective care transition 
were developed: (1) accountability; (2) clear and direct communication of treatment plans 
and follow-up expectations; (3) timely feed-forward of information; (4) involvement of 
the patient and family members unless inappropriate; and (5) respect of the coordination 
of care. ( 62) Maintaining the continuity of care is impo1tant in improving patient 
outcomes and self-management, all while reducing the cost of care. 
Effective healthcare communication practices are vital to patient-centered quality 
of care. Patient-centered communication is defined as, "the array of communicative 
behaviors that can enhance the quality of the relationship between the HCP and patient, 
or the patients family". (63) Much of the research in this field has focused on patient-
HCP exchange during face-to-face clinic visits. However, advanced telecommunication 
devices such as videophone, telephone, and email have been used more recently for 
health care communication. (64) Preliminary research suggests that the mode of 
communication is related to differences in patient-HCP communication patterns. 
Wakefield et al. (56) assessed the difference in communication between telephone and 
videophone visits between nurses and patients following discharge for treatment of heart 
failure. They reported that nurses were more prone to use open-ended questions, back-
channel responses, make friendly jokes, and check for understanding on the tel:ephone 
when compared to videophone. Furthermore, patients were more likely to give lifestyle 
information and approval comments on the telephone, and used more closed-ended 
questions on the videophone. (57) 
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The Roter interaction analysis system (RIAS) is a method of coding medical 
dialogue, and has been used within various countries and healthcare settings. This system 
of analysis is a useful tool for facilitating the understanding of the dialogue exchange 
between patients and HCPs. The application of this tool has been shown to be both 
reliable and valid. ( 66) It has been validated in several countries and healthcare settings 
(66), including in cardiac surgery patients. RIAS is able to monitor content-specific 
information, especially related to medical dialogue, through the use of an audiorecorder. 
Coders are able to indicate the specific elements or criteria they would like to evaluate 
during a patient- HCP conversation, such as empathy and interactivity. Sonntag et al. (67) 
analyzed audio-taped encounters between general practitioners and their overweight and 
obese patients. They reported that an increased body mass index was found to be 
associated with longer discussions with patients and their general practitioners (p=0.01). 
Statements regarding cardiovascular risk were most frequent, followed by nutrition 
counseling, and physical activity. The subject of discussion in these encounters was 
primarily determined by the sex of the patient and of the general practitioners. ( 67) For 
instance, the frequency of statements regarding cardiovascular utterances was 
significantly greater in male practitioners with male patients rather than with female 
patients. (67) 
Patient-centered communication is essential to achieve optimal health outcomes at 
which the patient adheres to treatment and express long-term satisfaction. Studies have 
demonstrated that patients belonging to ethnic minority groups experience lower levels of 
patient- centered communication. (68,69) In a cohort study, Johnson et al. (69), examined 
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the patient race/ethnicity and quality of patient-physician communication during medical 
visits. Physicians were 23% more verbally dominant and 33% less patient- centered with 
African American than with Caucasian patients. Weert et al., (70) reported a lack of 
patient- centered communication along with overlap and gaps in conversations during 
videotaped preoperative consultations of 51 cardiac surgery patients with their health care 
HCPs (i.e., physicians, nurses and health educators). Psychosocial questions and 'long-
term' questions about life after discharge were barely raised. However, physicians spent 
more time on collecting information (4.3 min; 40.9% of physician's verbal contribution 
consisted of questions), while health care educators mostly provided information (9 .4 
min; 95.6% of their verbal contribution). The nurses on the other hand, were both 
educating and questioning the patient: 12.9 min (75.6%) of the nurses verbal contribution 
was spent on education, 2.8 min (16.7%) on posing questions and 1.3 min (7.7%) on 
other social communication. (70) Physicians and nurses similarly spent one-third of the 
time (29.8%) on medical issues.(70) Certain subtle aspects of patient- HCP 
communication, such as emotional tone and perceived listening, are also important in 
effective clinical practice.(63) Further, discussions of patients with their HCPs should be 
accurate and comprehensive. This is particularly relevant for CVD patients to support 
their transition of care from acute care hospital settings to chronic disease management 
programs, such as CR services. 
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Aims and Objectives 
Rationale 
This is the first exploratory feasibility study to our knowledge to examine and 
quantify the nature of the patient-HCP communication in relation to CR referral and 
enrollment. The focus on patients with TIA or mild, non-·disabling stroke, and 
comparison across several different types of HCPs is novel. The primary objectives of 
this thesis were to: (1) understand discussions between patients and HCPs regarding CR, 
and (2) identify elements of the patient-HCP interaction that distinguish patients referred 
to and enrolled in CR program versus from those who were not. 
The secondary objective was to compare elements of patient-HCP communication 
regarding CR under "usual"/control conditions, versus patient-HCP communication 
which is facilitated by the following tools: (a) a CR program pamphlet (Appendix F); and 
a motivational letter signed by the medical director of the CR program from the same 
institution (Appendix G); (b) a comprehensive patient discharge contract including CR 
(Appendix I); and ( c) a telephone script when calling patients at home (Appendix I). 
Objectives 
1. To assess and code patient-HCP discussions regarding CR in accordance with the 
Roter Interaction Analysis System(66) as well as additional study-specific elements. 
2. Compare elements of patient-HCP interaction regarding CR by patient 
sociodemographic (i.e., sex, age, work status, socioeconomic status) and clinical (i.e., 
index cardiovascular condition, cardiovascular history, disease severity, and 
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depressive symptoms) characteristics, as well as other factors to be assessed after the 
interaction (e.g., perceived HCP endorsement of CR, awareness of CR, and previous 
referral or enrollment in CR). 
3. To relate elements of the patient-HCP interaction to degree of patient CR referral and 
enrollment. 
4. To compare patient-HCP communication regarding CR by type of HCP (i.e., nursing, 
allied health, physician or peer mentor) and discussion with previous CR graduates 
working through Volunteer Services. 
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Manuscript Preface 
The objectives of this thesis were to: (1) investigate patient-HCP discussions 
regarding CR from multiple perspectives (i.e., patient, HCP, and researcher); (2) describe 
the concordance between HCP perceptions of patient's CR referral with CR referral 
reported in patients' chart; and (3) identify elements of the patient-HCP interaction which 
distinguished between patients who were referred to CR versus those who were not. 
Participants were recruited from the cardiovascular units and at the Stroke Prevention 
Clinic from three hospitals. Upon consent (Appendix A, B, and C) a digital audiorecorder 
was provided to record patient- HCP subsequent interaction, about "secondary 
prevention". All HCP and patient participants completed a self-report survey assessing 
sociodemographic characteristics, perceptions of CR (Appendix E, J, and L) and their 
clinical interaction (Appendix D). Discussions were anonymized and coded using the 
Roter Interaction Analysis System, a method of coding medical dialogue (Appendix M). 
Two months later, CR referral (yes/no) was extracted from CR charts and/or self-report. 
Analytic techniques included descriptive statistics and logistic regression used to examine 
which utterances significantly related at the bivariate level, were associated with CR 
referral. The results of this study are presented in the manuscript which follows. 
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Abstract 
Objective: To describe (1) patient-healthcare provider (HCP) interactions regarding 
cardiovascular rehabilitation (CR), (2) the concordance between HCP perceptions of 
patient referral and CR chart-reported referral, and (3) which discussion elemtmts were 
related to patient referral. 
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Methods: This was a prospective study of cardiovascular patients and their HCPs 
recruited from three hospitals. A digital audiorecorder was provided to record a 
subsequent interaction about "secondary prevention". Participants completed a self-report 
survey assessing perceptions of CR and their clinical interaction. Discussion utterances 
were coded using the Roter Interaction Analysis System. Two months later, CR referral 
was ascertained. 
Results: Discussion between 26 HCPs and 50 patients were recorded (response 
rate=70.7%). The predominant elements of the discussion were HCPs giving information 
about therapy (mean±SD 38.38±36.97 utterances/discussion), followed by patients 
showing understanding and agreement (33.20±29.44). Overall, 35 (70%) patients were 
referred to CR, and HCPs correctly perceived referral status for 10% of patients 
(K=0.095). CR referral was related to greater HCP interactivity (Odds ratio [OR] =2.82, 
95% CI 1.01-7.86), and less patient concern and worry (OR=0.64, 95% CI 0.45-0.89). 
Conclusion/ Practice Implication: HCPs were often unaware of whether their patients 
were ultimately referred to CR, however taking the time for reciprocal discussion and 
allaying patient anxiety could promote greater referral. 
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1. Introduction 
Cardiovascular disease, including coronary artery disease (CAD) and stroke, are 
among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality globally. ( 1) CAD and transient 
ischemic attack or mild, non-disabling stroke have similar atherosclerotic etiology and 
modifiable risk factors. As such, similar to secondary prevention for CAD, recurrent 
vascular events in stroke patients can be prevented with an exercise-based, lifestyle 
intervention in combination with medication therapies.(2,3) 
Comprehensive chronic disease management programs, such as cardiovascular 
rehabilitation (CR), play an integral role in augmenting recovery. CR involves structured 
exercise training, education, risk factor reduction and behavior change counseling. 
Participation in CR programs have been shown to reduce mortality by about 25%-30% 
and to have favorable effects on re-hospitalization and functional capacity. (4) Emerging 
evidence supports the feasibility, safety and benefits of CR for transient ischemic 
attack/mild non-disabling stroke patients as well. (2,5,6) 
However, despite the evidence of CR benefit (7) in multiple domains and clinical 
guideline recommendations to refer patients, (8) only 15-30% of CAD patients access 
CR(9). Referral to CR, involving form completion and submission by a healthcare 
provider (HCP), is required to initiate patient access. The patient should be informed that 
the referral is being submitted, and to expect a phone call at home from the program in 
the week or so post-discharge. However, to date, the verbal and non-verbal aspects of 
these discussions have not been characterized, and thus it is unknown how the nature of 
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these discussions may influence patient referral. Accordingly, the objectives of this study 
were to: (1) describe patient-HCP discussions regarding CR from multiple perspectives 
(i.e., patient, HCP, and researcher); (2) describe the concordance between HCP 
perceptions of patient referral with CR chart-reported referral; and (3) identify elements 
of the patient-HCP interaction which distinguish patients referred to CR versus those who 
were not. 
2. Methods 
2.1 Design and procedure 
This was an observational, prospective study of cardiovascular patients and their 
HCPs recruited between September 2011 to November 2012 from three hospitals (two 
academic) in Southern Ontario. Ethics approval was granted by all participating 
organizations' research ethics boards. A diagram depicting study flow is shown in Figure 
1. 
All HCPs on the cardiovascular units and at the Stroke Prevention Clinic were 
approached via email and in-services to solicit informed consent to participate. Upon 
HCP consent, cardiovascular patients were approached to participate in the study on the 
days the HCP was working, until an interaction was audiorecorded. Willing HCPs and/or 
patients were asked to carry a numbered digital recorder throughout the day, and to turn it 
on and off at the beginning and end of their interaction, respectively. 
After the patient-HCP dialogue had been recorded,. patients were asked to 
complete a self-report survey. It assessed sociodemographic characteristics, as well as 
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attitudes and perceptions towards their HCP and their CR conversation. Clinical 
characteristics were extracted from patient charts. The participating HCPs we,re similarly 
asked to complete a self-report survey, assessing their perceptions of the specific medical 
encounter. 
All audio-recordings of the HCP-patient discussions were anonymized. These 
were then emailed through a secure file portal for external coding based on the Roter 
Interaction Analysis System (RIAS). (10,11) One RIAS coder categorized interactions 
according to the 41 standard RIAS categories. A second RIAS coder audited the coding 
trail on a random subset of audio-recordings, to ensure data quality and to establish the 
RIAS' reliability in this setting. 
Finally, CR charts were audited at the institutional programs 2 months later. 
Where a patient was not referred, patients were telephoned at home to ascertain whether 
they had been referred to another CR program. 
2.2 Participants 
Participants and HCPs were approached on the cardiovascular units and at the 
Stroke Prevention Clinic to participate. HCP participants included all those working on 
the cardiac inpatient units, including surgical and interventional wards, as well as the 
outpatient Stroke Prevention Clinic. This included physicians, nurse-practitioners, nurses, 
and allied healthcare professionals (e.g., physiotherapists). In addition, peer mentors from 
the surgical ward who were registered with volunteer services were approached. While 
only physicians can sign-off on CR referrals in Ontario, it is generally nurses or allied 
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health professionals who discuss CR with patients and draft CR referral forms for 
physician signature. (12) The exclusion criterion was that the HCPs were not involved in 
direct patient care (i.e., nurse managers). 
Patient inclusion criteria were: age 18 years or older, and having a clinical 
indication for CR based on clinical practice guidelines (e.g., acute coronary syndrome, 
post-procedure such as percutaneous coronary intervention or coronary artery bypass 
grafting surgery). (13) In the case of stroke patients, those with transient ischemic attacks 
and mild non-disabling strokes were eligible. Exclusion criteria were: (1) patients who 
were not eligible for CR due to comorbid musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, visual, 
cognitive or non-dysphoric psychiatric conditions (i.e., schizophrenia, advanced 
dementia); (2) being discharged to long-term care; (3) any serious or terminal illness not 
otherwise specified which would preclude CR participation (13); and (4) Jimited English-
language proficiency. In addition, stroke patients who were unable to ambulate, and 
hence participate fully in CR, were excluded. 
2.3 Measures 
2.3.1 HCP characteristics 
HCPs were asked to report their profession, highest degree obtained, year they 
graduated from their most advanced degree, sex, and estimated average number of 
patients seen in person daily. In addition, they were asked to rate their perceptions related 
to CR. The investigator-generated items were developed for a previous study, and 
therefore were pilot-tested in physician samples. (4,14) 
2.3.2 Patient sociodemographic and clinical characteristics 
On the survey, patients were asked to report their age, sex, marital status, 
racial/ethnic background, work status, and highest level of education. The survey also 
included the MacArthur Scale of Subjective Socioeconomic Status, ( 15) where 
participants were asked to demarcate their perceived status compared to others in 
Canada. Scale scores ranged from 1 to 10, with higher scores indicating greater 
subjective socioeconomic status (SES). A median split was computed, to categorize 
participants as high versus low subjective SES. 
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With regard to clinical characteristics, the survey also included the Duke Activity 
Status Index (DASI), (16) a brief 12-item self-administered survey used to determine 
functional capacity. The DASI inquires about a patient's ability to perform common 
activities of daily living, such as personal care, ambulation, household tasks, sexual 
function, and recreational activities, which are each associated with specific metabolic 
equivalents. This valid and common tool correlates highly with peak oxygen uptake. (17) 
Finally, clinical variables abstracted from patient medical charts included: index 
cardiovascular condition, risk factors, and previous history of cardiovascular disease. 
2.3.3 HCP and patient perceptions of audio-recorded discussions 
The HCP self-report survey assessed their perception of the quality of the audio-
recorded interaction with their cardiovascular patient. This was measured on a 5-point 
Likert scale, from "poor" to "excellent", with higher scores indicating greater perceived 
quality. Additionally, HCP were asked whether the patient with whom they interacted 
will be referred to CR (yes/no). 
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The patient self-report surveys included items assessing their: (a) perceptions of 
HCP endorsement of CR, (b) awareness of CR, (c) perception of degree ofpatient-
centeredness of the interaction, ( d) perception of the likelihood they will be referred to 
CR, and (e) intentions to enroll in a CR program. These were assessed on a 5-point Likert 
scale, with greater scores indicating higher endorsement of the given construct. In order 
to further assess patient perception of their interaction, the following 4 items were 
administered: (a) 'Did your HCP involve you as an equal partner in making decisions 
about illness management strategies and goals?'; (b) 'Did your HCP listen carefully to 
what you had to say about your illness?'; (c) 'Did your HCP encourage you to go to a 
specific group or class to help you manage your health condition?'; and (d) 'Did your 
HCP convey that what you do to take care of yourself, influences your health condition?'. 
These were measured on a 5-point Likert scale, from "not at all" to "a great deal". 
Finally, patients were asked if any family members were present during the audio-
recorded interaction (yes/no). 
2.3.4 Interaction analysis 
To quantify the dialogue between patients and HCPs, audio-recordings were 
analyzed by RIAS-trained coders externally. RIAS is a standardized method of coding 
medical dialogue. It has been validated in several countries and healthcare settings(l l ), 
including in cardiac surgery patients. (18) The RIAS has been shown to be both reliable 
and valid.(11) 
The unit of analysis was an utterance, defined as the smallest discriminable 
speech segment to which a coder could assign a classification, and which expressed or 
implied a complete thought. This could vary from a single word, to a phrase, or a 
complete sentence. All utterances were assigned to 1 of the 29 mutually-exclusive and 
exhaustive categories for the patient, and 1 of 41 categories for the HCP. The broad 
categories are: data gathering, patient education and counseling, facilitation and patient 
activation, rapport-building and procedural. 
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Firstly, with regard to data gathering, these were utterances where patients 
described their condition in their own words, allowing HCPs to understand and ask the 
appropriate questions regarding their concerns. Data gathering questions were 
categorized as open or closed-ended. These utterances were also categorized as medical 
(e.g., "What can you tell me about the pain?"), therapeutic (e.g., "How are you doing 
with the pain medication?"), lifestyle (e.g., "Who's living at home with you now?), or 
psychosocial (e.g., "Are you anxious about leaving the hospital?"). 
Second, patient education and counseling statements refer to utterances to facilitate 
patient's understanding about their illness, and to motivate them to follow treatment 
recommendations. These utterance were also grouped into biomedical (i.e., medical 
condition, or therapeutic regimen) and psychosocial (i.e., lifestyle, or psychosocial 
issues) subcategories (e.g., "Getting exercise now is a good idea, especially now" -
psychosocial counseling; "I've been working out in the yard most days" - lifestyle 
counseling; "My grandfather died of heart disease" - medical). 
Third, facilitation and patient activation and partnership-building include 
participatory facilitators (i.e., asking for patient opinion, asking for understanding, 
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paraphrases, back-channels) and procedural talk (i.e., orientation, transitions) to improve 
the patients' ability to connect in an affective partnership with their HCP (e.g., "What do 
you think?" - asks for opinion; "Do you follow me?"- asks for understanding; "Mmm-
huh, right, go on."- back-channels; "Ah ... wait a minute now ... "- transitions). Lastly, 
rapport-building, fell within the scope of social talk (e.g., "How about the weather the 
past few days" - non-medical topic), positive talk (e.g., "I might get blown away in a 
strong wind" - laughter; "You look fantastic, you are doing great" - approvals), negative 
talk (e.g., "I think you are wrong, you were no~ being careful"- criticism; "Don't say I 
didn't warn you" - disagreement) and emotional talk (i.e., "I just want to know ifl'm 
heading for the hospital again"- concern, worry; "I wouldn't worry about it, you'll be 
feeling better before you know it" - reassurance). 
Finally, RIAS coders rated the global affect (i.e., the tonal qualities of the 
interaction) of each audio-recording. These tonal qualities transmit the emotional context 
of the audio-recording beyond the significance of the words spoken. Coders rated both 
the patient and HCP on a range of global affective dimensions including anger, anxiety, 
dominance, interest, friendliness, and interactivity. These were rated on a 5-point Likert 
scale from "low" to "high". 
2.3.5 Dependent variable 
CR charts were audited at the institutions' programs, to ascertain whether a referral 
to the program was made or not (yes/no). Where a patient was not referred, patients were 
telephoned at home to ascertain whether they had been referred to another CR program. 
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.3.6 Statistical analyses 
Statistic Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0 was used for all 
analyses. (19) Data were summarized with percentages for categorical variablies, and by 
mean with standard deviation for continuous variables. Since the assumption of 
homogeneity of variance could not be assumed, non-parametric tests were applied (i.e., 
Mann-Whitney U or chi-square, as appropriate). P< 0.05 was used for all tests to indicate 
statistical significance. An initial descriptive analysis of HCP and patient characteristics 
was performed. 
To test the first objective, a descriptive examination of patient and HCP 
perceptions of the interaction, and RIAS coding categories was performed. To test the 
second objective, Cohen's kappa was computed to ascertain the degree of concordance 
between HCP perception of patient referral and CR chart··reported referral. 
To test the final objective, first, the CR referral rate was described. Next, HCP 
characteristics and perceptions were compared by the referral status of their patient 
(yes/no). Patient characteristics, attitudes and perceptions were similarly compared by CR 
referral. Moreover, RIAS coding was compared by CR referral. Finally, binary logistic 
regression analysis was used to examine the association of patient and RIAS factors 
identified as significantly related with CR referral (dependent variable) through the 
previous analysis. Any HCP characteristics significantly related to CR referral were 
excluded from the model, as there was insufficient power to compute generalized 
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estimating equations, which would be required to take into consideration of the nesting of 
patients by HCPs. Odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidenc:e intervals (Cl) were reported. 
3. Results 
3.1 Respondent characteristics 
A diagram of study flow is shown in Figure 1. Of the 101 HCPs approached, 60 
consented to participate in the study (59.4% response rate). Of these, valid audio-
recordings were obtained with 26 (43.3%) HCPs. Their sociodemographic and work-
related characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Health professions represented in the 
sample were: nurse-practitioners (n=5, 19.2%); cardiologists (n=2, 7.7 %); 
physiotherapists (n=2, 7.7%); a dietitian (n=l, 3.8%); pharmacist (n=l, 3.8%); and peer 
mentor (n=l, 3.8%). 
One hundred and twelve patients were approached, of whom 58 (70.7% response 
rate) were considered eligible, and consented. Twenty-four (21.4%) patients declined to 
participate, and 30 (26.8%) were considered ineligible, for the following reasons: 
insufficient English-language proficiency (n=21, 70.0%), imminent discharge (n=l, 
3.3%), patient already referred to CR (n=l, 3.3%), vision problems (n=l, 3.3%), and 
patient not cognitively-oriented to time and place (n=l, 3.3%). Of the participating 
patients, for two ( 6. 7%) the tape quality was insufficient for coding both speakers, one 
(3.3%) patient's HCP changed, one (3.3%) patient was transferred to another hospital, 
and one (3.3%) patient did not have an interaction with a consenting HCP before 
discharge, and thus these 5 patients were subsequently excluded. The resultant sample 
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size is 50 patients. Their sociodemographic and clinical characteristics are summarized in 
Table 2. 
3.2 Patient-HCP discussions 
Of the 50 recorded discussions, 12 (46.2%) HCPs were recorded once, 7 (26.9%) 
HCPs were recorded twice (i.e., with 2 different patients), 4 (15.4%) were recorded three 
times, 1 (3.8%) was recorded four times, 1 (3.8%) was recorded six times, and 1 (3.8%) 
was recorded seven times. The discussions were on average 8.93±8.84 (standard 
deviation) minutes in length. Forty-one (82.0%) recordings mentioned CR. 
With regard to objective one, HCPs perceived the quality of interaction as 
3.38±0.99 on a 5-point Likert scale. Patient perceptions of the interaction are shown at 
the bottom of Table 2. 
Table 3 displays the average frequency of each element of the discussions uttered 
by both HCPs and patients based on the RIAS coding. A second RIAS coder audited the 
coding trail on a random subset (n=7 cases) of audio-recordings, to ensure data quality 
and to establish the RIAS' reliability in the CR setting. The average inter-rater reliability 
was 0.896 for HCP talk and 0.924 for patient talk. Reliability of global affect ratings was 
reported at 100% percent agreement (within one-point on the rating scale). 
3.3 CR referral 
There were 35 (70.0%) patients referred to CR. With regard to objective two, 4 
(15.4%) HCP reported they did not know whether their patient was referred. Of those that 
did know, 20 (76.9%) HCPs perceived their patients were referred. The concordance 
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between HCP perceptions of patient referral with actual CR referral was 0.095 (Cohen's 
K). 
To test the final objective, differences in CR referral rates were explored. Length 
of recording (p=0.58), as well as HCP sociodemographic and work-related characteristics 
were unrelated to CR referral (Table 1). However, HCPs who reported treating more 
patients per day were significantly less likely to refer than those reporting treating fewer 
patients. With regard to patient characteristics, there were no significant differences in 
sociodemographic or clinical characteristics between patie~ts who were referred and 
those who were not (Table 2). 
Some patient-reported perceptions of the discussions were significantly related to 
CR referral (Table 2). As shown, patients who perceived greater encouragement from 
their HCPs to go to a class to help manage their cardiovascular disease, and those that 
perceived their HCP more strongly conveyed that their health behavior will influence 
their condition, were significantly more often referred to CR. 
Based on the RIAS codes, some elements of the discussions were also related to 
CR referral (Table 3). With regard to HCP utterances, when they more often asked 
patients for their opinions, patients were more likely to be referred to CR. With regards to 
patient utterances, those who expressed concern and worry within their discussions, were 
significantly less likely to be referred to CR. Moreover, the affect-related rating of 
interactivity was also related to greater CR referral. Finally, there were trends towards 
greater CR referral where HCPs gave therapeutic information, and provided less 
reassurance and optimism to patients. 
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Finally, the logistic regression model testing the effects of these variables in 
relation to CR referral is presented in Table 4. HCP request for opinion was e«cluded 
from the model due to insufficient sample size. As shown in Table 3, this element was 
not common in the recorded discussion. Moreover, volume of patients per day was also 
excluded due to concerns regarding intra-class correlations. The logistic regression model 
was significant overall (F=l6.73, p<.01), and the model accounted for 42% of the 
variance in referral rates (Nagelkerke R2=0.4 l 5). As shown, patients were almost three 
times more likely to be referred to CR where HCPs were more interactive in the 
discussion, and were 36% less likely to be referred if they exhibited more concern and 
worry during their interaction. 
4. Discussion and Conclusion 
4.1 Discussion 
This is the first study to have examined the nature of patient-HCP communication 
regarding CR referral. The discussions most-often consisted of nurses and patients 
sharing information about their care, and showing understanding and agreement. The 
discussions were perceived very positively by patients, but contrarily HCPs perceived the 
quality of the conversations as low. Moreover, HCPs were not often cognizant of whether 
or not their patients were referred to CR, and their referral rates were inversely related to 
their patient care volume. Overall, discussions where patients expressed less worry and 
HCPs were more interactive were associated with CR referral. 
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The majority of the interactions were centered on HCPs giving therapeutic 
information and patients showing agreement and understanding. It was disconcerting that 
HCPs perceived their interactions were such poor quality, and that they quite rarely were 
cognizant whether a patient was referred. The latter can perhaps be explained by the fact 
that nurses, the most common HCP type in this study, cannot sign-off on a CR referral in 
the province where the study was conducted. They would have to complete the form and 
pass it to a nurse-practitioner or physician to sign the f01m. However, in accordance with 
a recent statement from the American Heart Association, it is recommended that all HCPs 
should be involved in the referral process(20), so that CR utilization rates can be 
increased. 
The former finding that HCPs were unsatisfied with the quality of the recorded 
interactions, as well as that having fewer patients under their charge, and engaging in 
greater interactivity (which was unfortunately not a common occurrence in the 
recordings), were related to greater patient CR referral, suggests that there may be room 
to increase the time spent and improve the quality of CR referral discussions at the 
bedside. This is especially important since HCP endorsement of CR is found to be the 
principle predictor for both CR referral and enrollment. (21-23) Indeed, previous 
research has established the importance of interpersonal communication for patient health 
outcomes,(24) and that HCPs can be successfully trained to improve the quality of their 
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communication.(25) Indeed, even short-term training, of less than 10 hours, is successful 
in improving HCP communication skills.(26) While time is certainly limited in the 
current era of short hospital stays(27), given the substantive benefits of CR(7), and that 
adoption of other secondary prevention measures post-hospitalization are much higher 
than they are for CR,(28) it is imperative that we develop some proven strategies to 
ensure CR referral and enrollment-enhancing patient communication before every 
indicated patient is discharged. 
Caution is warranted when interpreting these results. First, the study was limited 
by the small number of audio-recorded discussions. It is possible that other 
conversational elements were related to CR referral, but that the study was under-
powered to detect such differences. Given this is the first study of this nature, replication 
with a larger sample would enable ascertainment of "true" conversational elements which 
may be related to CR. Second, the study is limited in its generalizability. Specifically, 
the study was conducted in an environment where CR is paid mostly through provincial 
health insurance, so the issues identified herein may not be applicable in systems with 
other payment models As well, results may not be generalizable to individuals who are 
not proficient in English, since the survey was only available in this language. Third, the 
results are potentially biased due to selection issues, particularly that HCPs who 
consented to participate may not be representative of all HCPs. Participating patients and 
HCP may have been more positive in their attitudes and perceptions of CR than those 
who did not participate. Fourth, in the absence of blinding, an expectation bias could 
have impacted the discussions. For instance, the recorded discussions may have been 
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more likely to concern CR, than discussions that are not recorded. It is also possible that 
HCPs took extra care to optimize their communication, in a way that they would not 
have, if their discussions were not being recorded. It is likely that the frequency and 
quality of CR discussions is lower in the real world. This is also supported by the 
relatively high rate of CR referral in this study, than what is observed in population-based 
studies.(29) Fifth, the time-limited nature of the recordings meant that we would not 
capture CR conversations that may have occurred at other points in the patient continuum 
of care. These other discussions or interactions with other HCP may have been influenced 
by whether or not the patient was referred to CR, as well as the overall patient experience 
during their hospital stay (i.e., unrelated to the CR discussion). Finally, some patients 
may not have been referred to CR for valid personal or clinical reasons which were 
uncharted, and hence unmeasured in the current study. Replication is warranted to ensure 
the findings are robust and not explained by alternative factors. 
4.2 Conclusion 
In conclusion, patient-HCP discussions about CR tend to involve HCPs giving 
information about therapy, followed by patients showing understanding and agreement. 
In addition these discussions involved HCP giving information and counseling around 
medical, psychosocial and therapeutic regimens, patients giving information surrounding 
their lifestyle, followed by their medical and therapeutic concerns. Discussions marked 
by greater interactivity and less patient concern and worry were related to greater patient 
CR referral. Further research to assess whether HCPs can be trained to communicate in a 
referral-enhancing manner, such that patient referral rates are increased is warranted. 
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4.3 Practice Implication 
Better communication is needed between HCPs, as well as patients and HCPs to 
ensure CR referral is undertaken. Inpatient cardiac teams should develop a process to 
chart when a referral is made, so other HCPs are aware whether the referral has been 
made, and if not to refer the patient before discharge. Moreover, patients who 
communicate concern or worry would likely benefit from CR participation, and hence 
this should not serve as a HCP barrier to referral. Given it is difficult for HCPs to make 
more time for patient education regarding CR, perhaps enlisting previous graduates to 
volunteer to speak with patients at the bedside could overcome this obstacle. 
4.4 Policy Implications 
CR is not only clinically effective, but also cost-effective compared with other 
medical interventions performed commonly in patients with CAD. Ades et al. (73) 
showed that compared to cholesterol-lowering drugs, thrombolytic therapy, and coronary 
artery bypass graft surgery, CR was more cost-effective following myocardial infarction. 
Though CR was less cost-effective than smoking cessation programs, Oldridge et al. (74) 
showed that participation in a 12-week CR program decreased medical costs by $739 per 
patient after only a 21 month follow-up. Even more importantly, during the 1-year 
follow-up, CR patients had fewer 'other rehabilitation visits' (75) and gained 0.052 more 
quality-adjusted life-years than the usual care group. In Sweden, Levin et al., (76) 
demonstrated that following bypass surgery or myocardial infarction (5-year follow up), 
participating in CR decreased re-hospitalizations from 16 to 11 days, increased the rate of 
return to work from 38% to 53% and resulted in an overall cost savings of $12,000 per 
patient. 
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In 2006, Candido et al., (31) conducted a cross-sectional, population-based study 
examining the relationship between need and capacity for indicated patients in a 
multidisciplinary CR program, in Ontario. Assuming that only those with recent cardiac 
hospitalization were eligible for secondary preventive CR, only 34% of the eligible 
population would have had access to services. The need (i.e., number of patients 
indicated for CR) exceeded the supply. The government needs to ensure placement 
availability through the growth and expansion of additional programs (e.g., community-
based programs). Additionally, funding through private sponsors (i.e., private/public 
collaboration) could support the development of new CR programs and/or services. 
In Ontario, physicians are paid, at least in part, on a fee-for-service basis. In order 
to better promote patient participation in CR, the medical training programs should 
ensure students learn about CR the importance of referral. In the United States, a new 
pay-for-performance program has been instituted where physicians get paid for CR 
referral. The effects of this program needs to be observed, and potentially replicated in 
Canada. 
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Figure 1. Study Flow Diagram 
Solicited consent from 101 HCP 
on the cardiovascular wards and at 
the stroke prevention clinic 
Solicited consent from 96 patients 
on the cardiovascular wares and 
16 at the stroke prevention clinic 
'. 
1lr 
Consenting HCP 
N=60 (59.4% response rate) 
I Consenting patients 
~58 (70.7% response rate) 
\ I 
Digitally-recorded 50 Patient-HCP 
interactions 
N= 26 (43.3%) HCP & 50 (86.2%) patients 
completed survey 
l 
Anonymized recordings~ 
Coding __J 
Ascertained referral from CR charts 
N=50 (100.0%) 
Note: CR; Cardiovascular Rehabilitation; HCP- Healthcare Provider 
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Table 1. Participating Healthcare Provider Characteristics, as well as Attitudes and Perceptions Related to CR 
Characteristics 
Sex (% female) 
Highest Degree Obtained (% undergraduate degree) 
Year obtained highest academic qualification 
Profession (% nurse) 
Estimated number of patients seen/day 
Mean % of eligible patients referred or recommended to CR by HCP 
CR awareness /5 (mean ± SD)* 
Total 
N=26 
19 (73.1) 
9 (34.6) 
1992±15 
13 (50.0) 
8.19±5.48 
77.83±29.25 
3.96±0.77 
Patient CR Referral 
Yes No 
n=35 (70.0%) n=15 (30.0%) 
11 (78.6) 8 (66.7) 
4 (28.6) 5 (41.7) 
1993±14 1990±16 
8 (57.1) 5 (41.7) 
5.50±1.61 11.33±6.72 
81.08±27 .89 74.58±31.44 
4.00±0.78 3.92±0.79 
Note: CR- Cardiovascular Rehabilitation; HCP- Healthcare Provider; SD- Standard Deviation 
*CR awareness scores ranged from 1 "poor" to 5 "excellent" on a 5-point Likert scale 
p 
0.50 
0.19 
0.66 
0.45 
<.05 
0.77 
0.78 
~ 
0\ 
Table 2. Sociodemographic and Clinical Characteristics of Patients 
Characteristics CR Referral 
Total Yes No p 
N=50 n=35 (70.0%) n=l5 (30.0%) 
Sociodemographic 
Age, years (mean± SD) 65.48±12.95 66.37±10.36 63.40±17.87 0.88 
Sex (% female) 14(28.0) 8 (22.9) 6 (40.0) 0.22 
Marital Status (% married) 33 (66.0) 24 (68.6) 9 (60.0) 0.56 
Ethnicity (% white/Caucasian) 27 (54.0) 19 (54.3) 8 (53.3) 0.95 
Work Status (% retired) 35 (70.0) 22 (62.9) 13 (86.7) 0.09 
Education (% post-secondary) 17 (34.0) 9 (25.7) 8 (53.3) 0.06 
Subjective SES/10 (mean± SD) 6.55±1.31 6.65±1.32 6.33±1.29 0.22 
Clinical 
CR Indication 
PC! (%yes) 23 (46.0) 19 (54.3) 4 (26.7) 0.07 
Stroke (%yes) 8 (19.5) 5(17.2) 3 (25.0) 0.57 
HF (%yes) 7 (14.0) 5 (14.3) 2 (13.3) 0.93 
Ml (%yes) 4 (8.2) 2 (5.9) 2 (13.3) 0.38 
BMI (mean ± SD) 27.36±5.35 28.04±5.62 25.81±4.45 0.16 
Diabetes (%) 15 (30.6) 132 (35.3) 2 (20.0) 0.28 
Hypertension(%) 33 (66.0) 26 (74.3) 7 (46.7) 0.06 
Dyslipidemia (%) 32 (64.0) 25 (71.4) 7 (46.7) 0.10 
Previous CAD (%) 24 (48.0) 19 (54.3) 5 (33.3) 0.17 
DASI (mean± SD) 29.58±15.56 29.68±15.67 29.34±15.83 0.76 
Patient Perception of CR 
Perceived strength of CR endorsement 15, (mean± SD) 4.07±0.72 4.00±0.78 4.27±0.47 0.34 
Perceives they will be referred (%yes) 38 (86.4) 30 (88.2) 8 (80.0) 0.51 
Intention to enroll /5, (mean± SD) 3.49±1.44 3.61±1.34 3.21±1.67 0.53 
CR awareness /5, (mean± SD) 3.22±1.34 3.15±1.33 3.40±1.40 0.52 
~ 
-....J 
HCP- Patient Audio-recoding Experience 
Did your HCP involve you as an equal partner in making decisions about 
illness management strategies and goals?* 
Did your HCP listen carefully to what you had to say about your illness?* 
Did your HCP encourage you to go to a specific group or class to help you 
manage your health condition?* 
Did your HCP convey that what you should do to take care of yourself 
influences your health condition?* 
4.04±1.00 
4.29±0.91 
4.12±1.13 
4.27±0.91 
4.20±0.90 3.64±1.15 0.11 
4.40±0.77 4.00±1.18 0.33 
4.40±0.74 3.43±1.60 <.05 
4.46±0.74 3.79±1.12 <.05 
Patient-centeredness of interaction, (mean± SD) I 5 4.29±0.94 4.44±0.75 3.93±1.27 0.20 
Family present during audiorecorded discussion(% yes) 26 (53.1) 18 (51.4) 8 (57.1) 0.72 
Note: SES- Socioeconomic Status; PCI- Percutaneous Coronary Intervention; HF- Heart Failure; MI-Myocardial Infarction; BMI- Body mass 
index; 
DASI- Duke Activity Status Index; CR- Cardiac Rehabilitation; HCP- Healthcare provider 
*Chi- square test for categorical variables and Man-Whitney Uwere performed for continuous variables by CR referral 
**scores ranged from 1 "not at all" to 5 "a great deal" 
.,i::.. 
00 
Table 3. Mean Frequency (±standard deviation) of RIAS Discussion Elements and Global Ailed Ratings* by CR Referral, in 
Descending Order 
Code 
HCP: ~ves. information- therapeiitfo 
Pt: Shows agreement.. widerstanding 
HCP: Coun5els- medicaJ/therapeut:ic. 
HCP: Shows agreement. understanding 
Pt: Gives information- lifestyle 
HCP: Back-channels 
Pt: Gives information- medical 
Pt: Gives information- therapeutic 
HCP: Counsels- lifest}tlel psy~iat 
HCP: Paraphrase. ch~ foi µn~ding 
HCP: Give$ infcinnati~ mediCal. 
HCP: Gives inf'Onnatl~ lifeStyle 
HCP: Reassures. optimism 
~CP: gives orientation. instructions 
HCP: Ask for understanding 
Pt Interest/ attentiveness• 
Pt: Paraphrase. checks for understanding 
HCP: Friendliness/ warmth 
HCP:ln~· 
Pt: Friendliness/warmth 
HCP: Responsiveness/ engagement 
HCP: -Sympathetic/-empathetic 
Pt: .. ~ questions -therapeutic 
HCP: ~cef assertiv~ess 
Pt: Interactivity 
Pt Responsiveness !engagement 
HCP.: Hmnt4f tuShed 
Pt: Dominance/ assertiveness 
HCP: Concern. worry 
CRRefernl 
Total Referred to CR Not Referred to CR p 
N=SO 
~8.332;36~97 
33.20:!:29.44 
1420£19.98 
lt~±fa.81 
10.16%12.84 
9~~.m 
8.86:12.50 
8.10±8.15 
6:82:!:I.:P8 
:s~o~6i 
s:82±7.44 
s..32:.l;6.'s2 
·s.ow~61 
4$C)f6~53 
4..36:0.69 
3.82±4.65 
3.82%0.69 
3.72#).88, 
3.72%0.70 
:3.~7<>±0.84 
·1:62±0.:60 
3.54±4.90 
;3.~AA~~S.4 
3..30±0.79 
3.28±0.70 
-3~~1~34 
3..22%0.51 
3.lCS:S.34 
n=35 (70.0%) 
4~:i~·1~9,J: 
36.26*30.59 
16.29.t20~99 
13.37fi4~68 > 
8.89%12.27 
9~~1£9.81 
9.49%14.31 
7.83±7.93 
~:6<>:i:20:46 
-.6.97:fl0.70 
-7~~1~.70 
5~63#.76, 
> 4~8(}±6.9i 
S.91:U0.11 
s.09±7jf 
4.29%0.67 
420±4.95 
3.89%0.72 
3.89£-0~83 -
3.71±0.71 
3.80±0.83 
3~:s7±o'.§t 
4.00±5.49 
3:Sl~~-~~•t;: 
3_·31±0.81 
3:37%().69 
3~U~t~2: 
3.20±0.53 
3 .. 66:6.03 
n=lS {30.0%) 
2?.27~4.J4' 
26.07%26.13 
9.:33~p.0:4 
8.60±5.84 
13.13%14.07 
ft.53~7~22 
7.40±6.16 
8.73:!:8.91 
2~67£3;70 
S~4f!5~t 
4~13*6.:32 
.641#9:0~ 
.6~53%534 
3.13;i3.02 
3~13±4.07 
4.53%0.74 
2.93±.3.90 
' ~-.6J#).62 
3·.33:0.90 
3.73:0.70 
.3.47#).83 
:~;~~<M~ 
2.47±3.04 
.. . -~~Z¥Q~-5,:? 
3.13:0.74 
3.07±0.70 
-,3:61#1 _35. 
3.27±0.46 
2.0<>±3.02 
.0.08 
0.20 
0.14 
0~35 
0.30 
0.09 
0.53 
0.77 
0.41 
.LOO 
0:34 
0:75 
0.06 
0.66 
0.45 
0.17 
0.24 
.0.33 
<.OS 
0.91 
0.22 
.J>_~.3-5-
0.41 
j).,~j 
0.40 
0.20 
0.14 
0.72 
0.59 
+::>. 
"'° 
Pt: ReasSW"es, optimism 
HGP: R.espectfulness 
Pt: Respectfulness 
Pt: Sympathetic/empathetic 
HCP: Approval- direct 
Pt: Laughs. telljokes 
HGP: Closed .. ~~on~ medi~ 
Hep: 'Giyes iiifotJDa#pn-~ psy<:hosocial 
HCP:: ct0$eci ~tio117: lifestyle 
HCP:: T~ti0ns 
HCP:· Cfosed.~on-therapetltic 
Pt Approval- direct 
Pt: Unintelligible utterance 
Pt: Gives information -psychosocial 
Pt: Concern, wony 
HCP:Laugbs. tells jokes 
HCP: Personal remarks 
HCP:~ for opin(<>n 
Pt Anxiety/ nervousness 
Pt: Personal remarks 
Patient: Anger/ irritation 
HCP: :Anger/: irritation 
HCP: Anxietyi nervousness 
Pt: Emotional distress/ upset 
Pt: Depression/ sadness 
Pt: Transitions 
HGP: (.Jives :mfonnati01.1--other -
.ff.~~;Ql~~_.,Q.l!~:gl~pal 
Pt All questions -lifestyle 
Pt: All questions -medical 
' . ·~ ,,,. ""· 7•> '.•U;\~:~.:;,·.:..: .·• ... ·.lifJ&~Un:Jnt~,~~1~1'il'"'·~'':..., i>t»Asbio;~d~ 
Pt: Gives orientation, instructions 
HCP: Open question -therapeutic 
Pt: Gives information -other 
3.04±2.70 2.63±2.18 4.00%3.55 0.27 
3.Q2#P~ .3~03±o7H 3.00±.o~OO O~Sl 
3.00±0.29 2.97±0.30 3.07±0.26 0.28 
2.98±0.14 2.97±0.17 3.00%0.00 O.Sl 
2s~~n .2:11±3}1~· .. '·3:2~~11s 0:10 
2.84±4.42 2.83±4.36 2.87±4. 72 0.82 
i~g~ {~~J~ &~~ g::~ 
·i)isi4}22; ·:2~~49·; :is3if'56 . oj9 
2.0~AS i~'I:f1C61·· :,Jjj:f:f.'72 0.20 
2~d~kfi:4·, 2i~~.~i :J~<>~h.21 o.69 
2.02:!:2.85 1.80:C2.23 2.53±4.00 0.55 
2.000.21 2.06±3.69 1.87±1.77 0.39 
2.00±4.38 1.66il87 2.80±6.81 0.44 
1.80±2.23 1.37±1.86 2.80±2. 73 <.05 
L1z±.2.:;29 !-;?J~~.s. ··J:~-l2 o.~s 
~.6~~~9. 1~~~~'.l6· ·;~~.~}O O.f7 
t.6.~~oi.· i.~~J~:Q6 ·.tQ!~J.~;3 ().()5 · 
1.44±0.64 1.40±0.60 1.53±0.74 0.60 
1.14±1.97 0.97±1.67 1.53±2.56 0.54 
1.02%<>.14 1.03±0.17 1.00:i:0.00 O.Sl 
J.~OOfO~.QQ: 1J)O:f~~·9Q_' · :1!~:00 LOO 
1~00±0:00 1.~.00: 1:()~.00 1.00 
1.00±0.00 l.OO:l:0.00 1.00±0.00 1.00 
1.00±0.00 1.00:l:0.00 1.00:0.00 1.00 
0.86:1:1.21 0.83±1.36 0.93%0.80 0.21 
·-o:76f2:.os~--- .. · - ·.·o~s'.1±~1d1t · ·--:t:3·3!373s-· ··oso· 
0~#~1~15 .. - - ~~;~;isf#~~i~-- -:~·- -~-=~~~~~!~•~s: .~ · · ·· ~o}9§<': 
0.62±0.95 0.74±1.07 0.33:0.49 0.30 
O.Slil.34 0.60±1.54 0.33:0.72 0.77 
,,·~-O~s~~$~i>'.V•~~~;~~-,~~,;~:. •i\i;.{~~~~~~~\\~3.~~!. ,: '.r · ,_,.>r~G,.~~iH'' 
0.50%0.84 0.46±0.85 0.60-±0.83 0.44 
0.50±0.95 O.S4:t:1.04 0.40%0.74 0.68 
0.4~.95. <>.6¥1~09" 0.13±0.35 0.13-
0.46:1:1.33 0.49±1.44 0.40±1.06 0.54 Vl 
0 
Pt Disagreement, criticism-direct 0.42±0.93 0.37±0.81 
Pt: Open question-lifestyle 0.34±1.47 0.43:i:l.74 
HCP: Closed question-other 0.3:2£1:08 QJ7f.l.26, 
HCP: Disagreemmt,.Criticism-direct 0.24f0.S6: .'qi~~47 
HCP: Self-41Sclos\lre Q~()#:.9r~ 0~3#).73 
HCP: Asksfor~sur.ance ojbi().49 ··01Q:W:~1 
HCP:· Legitimation statements o;ib@;64· OJj±o;s7· 
Pt: Asks for reassurance 0.18i0.56 0.14±0.55 
Pt Compliment-general 0.16%0.51 0.20±0.58 
Pt All questions-psychosocial 0.16±0.62 0.20±0.72 
HCP: ~idfOJ: repetition Q:;14~~~l :0;14%9}5 
HCP: Coniplinlerit- general O:i~#).64 o:.03¥n1· 
Pt: Disagreement, criticism-general 0.14±0.40 0.14±0.43 
HCP: Cl<>Sed qUestion .;psychosocial · Q.~liQ.33 . 0.09±-0:28 
HCP: Asks foipeimission . o~,1~~~9 · O.t1i{).4s 
HCP: Open question -psychosocial 0.12:1())9 · 0.14£0A3 
HCP: Partnership statements OJ2:i:Oj3 ·· O.ll±0.32 
Pt: All questions-other 0.10±0.36 0.09±0.37 
HCP:. Empathy.statements 0.0~~:34~ · 0~06:tOJ4 
H~: Di~eements, aiticism -genetaJ. 0.06±0~31: 0.09±0.37 
Pt.: Bid for repetition 0.02±0.14 O.OO:i:0.00 
Note: Pt- Patient; HCP- Healthcare Pro\~der; RIAS- Roter Amlysis Interaction System 
0.53±1.19 
0.13±<>.35 
o1C'i!O)U. 
,o.~~;n 
'013£0.35 
:oiO!o.56 
'ti:i?iQ:so 
011±-0.59 
0.01±-016 
0.01±-016 
. 051$fO.iS2 
:·.q.~iJ2 
0.13±-0.35 
'"·q:~G.}9~~ 1 
-~oJ~~® 
o~o1i0l6 
oJ~¥0.3~s 
0.13±0.35 
O:l3i()ll5 
-p~Q6!t>J)o. 
0.01±016 
*p<0.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 for Mann-Whitney U comparing mean frequency of RIAS utterances by CR referral 
0.89 
0.94 
0.73 
OJ() 
0.91 
0.79 
0~82 
0.27 
0.51 
0.79 
0.84_, 
().14 
0.88 
0.26 
0.13 
0.60 
0.85 
0.39 
0.17 
0.35 
0.13 
**RlAS coding categories not used: Pt talk- Asks for service; Pt talk- Legitimation statements; Pt talk- Empathy statements; HCP 
talk- Open question- other. 
Vl 
....... 
Table 4. Logistic Regression Model Testing Significance of Discussion Perceptions and Elements by CR Referral 
Patient- HCP Experience/ Utterances p SE Wald p ell 95%CI 
Lower Upper 
Limit Limit 
Did your HCP encourage you to go to a 0.66 0.61 1.17 0.28 1.94 0.58 6.48 
specific group or class to help you 
manage your health condition? 
Did your HCP convey that what you 0.14 0.84 O.o3 0.86 1.16 0.22 5.99 
should do to take care of yourself 
influences your health condition? 
Pt: Concern, Worry -0.45 0.17 6.76 0.01 0.64 0.45 0.89 
HCP: Interactivity 1.04 0.52 3.94 <0.05 2.82 1.01 7.86 
Note: CR- Cardiovascular Rehabilitation; CI- Confidence Interval; HCP- Healthcare Provider; e 13 _Odds Ratio; Pt- Patient; 
SE- Standard Error 
Vl 
N 
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Extended Methods 
Considerations in Selection of Interaction Analysis System 
RIAS is one of the many tools available for interaction analysis. Other interaction 
software tools include: (1) Transana (http://www.transana.org/) widely used to analyze 
digital video or audio data; (2) The Observer (http://www.noldus.com) designed initially 
for studying animal behaviour patterns, has recently been adopted to more general coding 
within the social sciences; (3) Interact (http://www.mangold-intemational.com) used in 
the process of coding videos; (4) Studiocode (http://www.studiocodegroup.com) used in 
real time coding of videos; and (5) Digital Replay System (http://thedrs.sourceforge.net/) 
which allows data analysts to interrogate large heterogeneous data sets by supporting a 
synchronized playback of multimedia file types. The RIAS system was adopted in this 
study for the following reasons: the system's ability to provide reasonable depth, 
sensitivity, and breadth while maintaining practicality, function specificity, flexibility, 
reliability, and predictive validity with medical dialogue.( 66) There are limitations to the 
RIAS system however. RIAS has addressed many of these limitations, (6) but a weakness 
which still remains in research relative to medical communication is the limited 
theoretical focus used to guide investigators in making basic judgments regarding what to 
measure, when, and why. This inconsistency has contributed largely to the exploratory 
nature of work within this field with little conceptual framing of results. 
Rationale for Statistical Approach 
With regards to the statistical analysis, to test the final objective, a binary logistic 
regression analysis was used to examine the association of patient and RIAS factors 
54 
identified as significantly related with CR referral and enrollment. Our samp}e size was 
the main determinant in deciding the number of independent variables that could be 
entered in the model. The sample size of 50 audiorecordings would support a maximum 
of 5 independent variables, as per the rule of thumb of a sample size of I 0 per variable. 
Conclusions should be cautiously interpreted when the number of independent variables 
increase and the outcomes per variable decreases, creating bias and variability, and 
unreliable confidence interval intervals. 
Exploratory Study 
This was an exploratory feasibility study used to systematically investigate 
patient-HCP discussions regarding CR. Although, exploratory research is not typically 
generalizable to the population at large, these preliminary results can form the basis for 
hypothesis generation for future research. Finally, due to the exploratory nature of the 
study, power calculations were not performed to determine sample size a priori. 
Extended Results 
As per the thesis, this section will provide the results for the objectives that were 
not presented in the manuscript. With regard to the first objective, RIAS codes of the 
patient-HCP discussions regarding CR is shown in Table 3 of the manuscript. With 
regard to the study-specific coding generated (Appendix K), Table 5 displays these 
elements. 
With regard to objective 2, elements of the patient-HCP interaction regarding CR 
based on RIAS coding are compared by patient sociodemographic and clinical 
characteristics (see Table 6). Non-parametric tests were applied as homogeneity of 
variance could not be assumed. Therefore the Mann-Whitney U-test, or Spearmen' s 
correlation were computed, as appropriate. The most-frequent RIAS utterances were 
analyzed in terms of their relation to CR referral and enrollment. 
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As shown, with regard to sociodemographic characteristics, there were significant 
differences in the following utterances: patient showing agreement and understanding, 
patient giving information about lifestyle, HCP back-channels, and HCP reassurance and 
optimism. Specifically, patients who were unmarried and self-reported being 
white/Caucasian were significantly more likely to give lifestyle information during the 
discussion. HCPs more often back-channeled with unmarried, female patients. As well, 
HCP more often asked for opinion with patients often bothered by feeling down, hopeless 
and depressed. Finally, HCPs provided significantly more reassurance and optimism to 
patients with lower SES. 
With regard to clinical characteristics, patients with higher activity status (i.e., 
DASI) received significantly more therapeutic information and medical I therapeutic 
counseling from their HCPs, and showed more agreement and understanding than 
patients with lower activity status. With regard to clinical indication for CR, HCPs 
showed significantly more agreement and understanding with heart failure patients, 
significantly less back-channels with percutaneous coronary intervention patients, and 
less often asked for patient opinions and were less interactive with stroke patients. HCPs 
provided significantly greater reassurance and conveyed more optimism to patients with 
less body mass index and that did not have hypertension. HCPs did less back-channeling 
with patients with dyslipidemia than patients without. Finally, patients reporting more 
depressive symptoms were more often asked for their opinion by their HCP. Due to the 
large number of comparisons, clearly caution is warranted in over-interpreting these 
findings. 
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With further reference to objective 2, the relationship between the most frequent 
(i.e., recurrent utterances) RIAS codes and patient perceptions of CR and their discussion 
are outlined in Table 7. Perception of greater CR endorsement, and greater intentions to 
enroll were significantly associated with discussions where HCPs more often requested 
their opinion. Moreover, conversations were HCPs more often asked their opinion, were 
associated with perceptions by patients of greater involvement as an equal partner in 
decision-making about illness management, greater encouragement to go to a class to 
help manage their cardiovascular disease, and more conveyance that their health behavior 
will influence their condition. Finally, the latter perception was also related to greater 
medical/therapeutic counseling by the HCP. 
The final aspect of objective is shown in Table 8, where the relationship between 
the most frequent RIAS utterances and HCP characteristics is displayed. HCP type was 
associated with giving more therapeutic information to patients, patient showing 
agreement and understanding, HCP reassurance and optimism, and interactivity. No other 
significant associations were observed, including HCP level of education. 
With regard to objective 3, elements of the patient-HCP discussion that are related 
to patient referral are shown in the manuscript (Table 3). A similar approach was 
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undertaken herein to relate the RIAS codes to CR enrollment (Table 9). With regard to 
HCP utterances, there are greater CR enrollment provided less reassurance and optimism 
to patients and where patients asked questions regarding their lifestyle. Greater patient 
enrollment was significantly related to less HCP reassurance and optimism, amd more 
patient questions about lifestyle. 
With regard to objective 4, patient-HCP communication regarding CR was not 
analyzed by the type of HCP (i.e., nursing, allied health, physician). We are unable to 
undertake this analysis, due to the nested nature of the data (i.e., the same HCPs 
interacting with multiple patients) and the small sample size which precludes analysis 
using, generalized estimating equations which could take into account the nested nature 
of the data (i.e., intra-class correlation). Most of the HCPs were nurses or nurse-
practitioners, and thus the findings herein are likely only generalizable to patient-nurse 
communication. Future research would be required with a larger sample of physicians 
and allied health professionals to adequately address this objective. 
Finally, with regard to the secondary objective 5, it was evaluated whether 
providing tools to HCPs can promote better communication and CR use. During the latter 
interventional phase, HCPs were given tools (e.g., CR pamphlet [Appendix F], 
motivational letter signed by an expert [Appendix G], patient discharge contract 
[Appendix I], and discussion with previous CR graduate working through volunteer 
services telephone script [Appendix H]) designed to promote communication about CR. 
As described in Table 10, most (54.0%) discussions were facilitated by one tool, namely 
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a CR program pamphlet and motivational letter signed by the medical director of the CR 
program from the same institution. As also shown, there was no significant relationship 
between tool use and CR referral or enrollment, although extreme caution is warranted in 
drawing conclusions from this data based on the small cell sizes. Due to the unequal cell 
sizes as well, it is not possible to test for differences in RIAS codes by use of each tool 
(yes/no). Again, a future study would be needed to test the impact of these tools on 
patient-HCP communication, and ultimately CR utilization. 
Extended Discussion 
While replication is warranted following an exploratory study, this is the first 
study to have examined the nature of patient-HCP communication and how they relate to 
CR referral and enrollment. The discussions most-often consisted of nurses and patients 
sharing information about their care, and showing understanding and agreement. Most 
patients were highly satisfied with the quality of their interactions, CR was discussed and 
they were provided a program pamphlet to take home. Overall, most patients were 
ultimately referred and enrolled in CR. Greater rates of CR referral were related to 
greater interactivity and less patient concern and worry. Greater rates of CR enrollment 
were related to HCPs expressing less reassurance and optimism throughout their 
discussions and patient's questions around lifestyle. 
Reasons for low CR enrollment are multi-factorial,(57) but in an effort to 
overcome these barriers, numerous strategies have been developed and show promise in 
~ncreasing CR enrollment.(12) Patient navigators, for instance, are lay individuals who 
assist patients through the health care system. Much of the research within the field of 
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patient navigators began with cancer patients. Trained oncology nurses would provide 
patients and their families with support throughout their cancer journey by advocating, 
educating, and linking them with a network of professionals. However, they may also 
improve patient's transition from the inpatient setting through to accessing an outpatient 
CR program. In a randomized control study, Scott et al., (71) examined the effect of 
navigators on patient awareness of and enrollment in CR following a cardiac event or 
procedure. One hundred eighty- one eligible and consented patients were assigned to 
either a patient navigation intervention group or usual care prior to hospital discharge. 
Participants in the patient navigation intervention group were almost six-times more 
likely to have at least some awareness of CR versus the usual care group. Furthermore, 
participants who reported at least some CR awareness were nine- times more likely to 
enroll in CR.(71) In our study, patients were not significantly more likely to enroll in CR 
after interacting with a patient navigator. However, the number of patients who interacted 
with a patient navigator was particularly low and a larger sample size is required for 
further testing. 
Future research is needed to learn to what degree optimizing patient-HCP 
communication at the bedside can augment CR utilization, and hence that more 
intervention research in this line of work is warranted. If warranted, it should first be 
tested whether nurse reassurance and patient questions around lifestyle are robustly 
related to patient enrollment, and the size of this effect. Interventions to promote such 
communication by nurses with patients should be developed, standardized and rigorously 
evaluated to see if greater rates of enrollment can be achieved. Finally, as outlined above, 
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some of the objectives of the thesis were not able to be tested due to limited sample size 
primarily. In particular it would be interesting to comparie the nature of CR discussions 
between physicians (who can refer) and patients, than what was observed herein between 
nurses and patients. 
As mentioned previously, our study is limited by generalizability and may not be 
representative of the population (e.g., first-generation immigrants). Specifically, all of our 
patients were fluent in English and majority were "white/ Caucasian". In 2011, the 
National Household Survey, (72) indicated that 49.1% of Toronto's population is 
composed of visible minorities. The top ethnic origins, either alone or in combination of 
other origins, reported were: Chinese, East Indian and English. Combined, South Asians, 
Chinese and Blacks, are the three largest visible minority groups in 2011 in Canada, 
accounting for 61.3% of the visible minority population. They were followed by 
Filipinos, Latin Americans, Arabs, Southeast Asians, West Asians, Koreans and 
Japanese. Among the immigrants whose mother language was other than English or 
French, Chinese languages were most common.(72) It has demonstrated that South 
Asians living abroad including North America are at increased risk for developing CAD 
and its adverse outcomes including myocardial infarction, complications, and death. (5) 
In addition, metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes are more predominant among this 
population. Future research should include patients from these high-risk minority groups, 
and confirm these findings in a larger sample of ethno-culturally diverse patients. 
The use of an interventional tool may promote discussion regarding CR at the 
bedside, through either serving as a cue to discuss CR, by supporting HCPs who may not 
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be very familiar with CR to convey information about what patients can expect, and also 
to serve as a cue to patients post-discharge about the importance of CR. Providing 
patients with a theory-based motivational letter and program pamphlet could also 
facilitate "endorsement-type" utterances to patients. Indeed, our lab has been 
collaborating with a group in Calgary to develop comprehensible print inpatient 
education materials regarding CR, using a "user-testing" approach.(77) 
Reflections 
My experience as a graduate student has given me the opportunity to experience 
the healthcare system from a different perspective. This exploratory research study, 
although limited, has raised multiple concerns regarding patient-HCP communication 
regarding CR. Further consideration is required of the variation in the quality of the 
interactions and in patient-centered care (i.e., as a component of overall quality of care). 
Another important issue to consider is ethno- cultural diversity (i.e., religion, ethnicity, 
and cultural norms) of the patients and the HCPs. This may have an impact on the 
patient-HCP interaction, especially while promoting and encouraging secondary 
prevention program such as CR participation. 
In conclusion, vast under-utilization of CR despite evidence supporting referral 
persists. The reasons for the disparity between evidence and care are complex but, 
arguably there is little understanding of the nature of the discussions with patients and 
how they might be optimized to maximize patient CR enrollment rates. This thesis has 
preliminarily identified some elements of patient-HCP discussion that, could they be 
optimized, may promote greater use of CR. 
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Table 5. Findings from Investigator-Generated CR-Specific Coding of Patient-HCP Discussions, N=SO 
Codes N (%) 
Was CR mentioned at any point during the patient-HCP discussion?(% yes) 41 (82.0%) 
Who initiated the conversation about CR? (%HCP) 
Was the exchange a 2-way discussion?(% yes) 
Was a referral to CR discussed? (% yes) 
Did the HCP endorse/encourage patient participation in CR?(% yes) 
Were barriers to CR mentioned?(% yes) 
Note: CR- Cardiovascular Rehabilitation; HCP- Healthcare Provider 
41 (82.0%) 
29 (58.0%) 
35 (70.0%) 
40 (80.0%) 
11 (22.0%) 
-...J 
00 
Table 6. Rtbtionship Bmvttn Stlect Intenction Anal)1is Utteruca 11d Sociodemognphic ud Clilliw Ch1racttristia of P1dmts, N-50 
Select RIASUtttranm 
HCP: Pt: HCP: HCP: Pt: HCP: HCP: HCP: HCP: 
Gives Shcm'S Counsels- Shows Gil-es Back- Rmmres, • .\sks for lnteracthity 
iaformation- aareemmt, mtdfal/ agmmmt, iaformation- chnnels opdmism opinion 
Soci0dtm1m!phic 
ditrapeatic undmtoding therapeutic udentanding lifes!}ie 
Age, years mean::: SD) 0.40 <O.OS 0.54 0.78 0.67 0.7l 0.6S O.lS o.so 
Sex(% female) 0.1S 0.06 0.77 0.10 0.10 <O.OS 0.16 0.19 014 
Marital S1atus (l'/o manied) 0.4S 0.97 O;SO 0.18 <o.os <O.OS 0.61 O.Sl 051 
Ethnicity(% \\'bitefCaucasim) 0.49 0.77 0.39 0.65 <O.OS 0.43 0.86 020 O.S2 
Work Status (%retired) 0.7S 0.86 0.35 0:3S 0.90 0.92 0.15 0.33 0.62 
Education(% post.secondary) 0.83 0.91 0.82 <O.OS 0.4S 054 0.39 0j4 0.48 
Subjective SES/I 0 (mean: SD) o.91 0.69 0.94 .0.12 o.96 031 <O.OS 0.2S 0.92 
Clinical 
CR ·Indication 
PC/(%yes) 012 0.31 0.66 0.09 OJ7 <0.0S 0.16 0.31 055 
Stlo'kl f'" Jes) 0.96 0.86 0.08 0.49 0.38 0.78 0.o7 <0.05 <0.05 
HF(% yG) 0.88 0.81 0.75 <MS 0.96 029 0.56 0.70 034 
.1all(%yes) 0.66 0.93 0.97 0.23 .0.16 Q.IS 0.37 0.92 .0.13 
BMI (mean:SD) 0.49 012 0.39 0.70 0.19 0.09 <O.OS US 0.4S 
Diabetes ('io yes) 0.40 0.76 0.88 0.99 0.91 .0.54 0.44 026 0.1, 
H)-pertmsion ('lo yes) 0.88 0.80 0.89 0.81 0.10 O.SI <0.05 0.93 0.46 
Dydipidemia('/oyes) 0.80 0.67 0.38 0.32 0.17 <MS 0.19 0.31 0.43 
Previous CAD('% yes) 0.66 0.39 0.21 0.88 0.8~ 030 0.62 0.27 0.53 
DASI(mean: SD) <0.0S <O.OS <O.OS 0.44 0.53 0.91 0.97 059 0.07 
PHQ:f f3, (lneii ~ SD) 0.-S!f 0.68 0.6S 0.92 ; 0.85 0:45 0.48 0.25 0.54 
. ·e.J:I~' :1:ta~~~::~so>' o:s9· 055 ::o:a1 · 0:60 :-o:s9 :~31 ·0:61 -<o.os ·0:19 
. ·0te•·_--.-1i·edive$oci0econonile tatus:._. _ercmmeom . ervention;' .. -~- e•,. . . __ ·. cfi'on;1 •· __ ~m:m~· _ex;. . . _____ Artery .]!)i!~i,DttSi.~~e1kfudty·S~:rmei; ~CR;''Oardiomauu1Reba1>iliUtioa;HGP~HtaDbcm·P.P'vid!rf~Pt;.em~'.l!HQ.:t.:P.8tiiin;ii6ltlr~mwirt~i&m"1~,'.Haw oft!ii,ttc~¥r~ctby -~mt...•·PARfWia:Vl·~~~~i:ml~i •.. ~Jf~·lth.~;iiemXZ.;,~-~-~~ed~6f1Ceelirtg~doi)~~~ad~~,{m,~~stmda!d;~~~~Rcm 
Int~ Analyili-System 
•Spearman COJTelatioa or Mazm..Wbitney U p-\:alues reported. as applicable. 
-...J 
'° 
Table 7. Relationship Between Select RIAS Utteranees and Patimt Perception of CR as well as of Discussion \\1th HCP, N-50 
Select RIAS Utterances 
HCP: Pt HCP: HCP: Pt HCP; HCP: HCP: HCP: 
Gives Shows Coumels· Shows Gives Back· Reassures. Asks for Interactivity 
.information- agreement, mtdiµl/ agreement, information- chamie1s optimism opinion 
tberapeutjc undCrmnding 1htrapeutic understanding lifestyle 
Patimt Percepdon of CR 
Perceived strength of CR 0.84 0.87 0.45 0.70 0.43 0.92 0.07 <O.OS 0.61 
endorsement 
Perceives they '\\ill be 0.81 0.4-0 0.43 0.31 0.80 0.47 0.88. 0.16 0.59 
referred 
Intention to enroll 0.42 0.23 0.68 0.92 0.51 0.61 0.23 <O.OS 0.42 
CR awareness 0.68 0.99 0.83 0.99 0.82 0.8~ 0.73 0.67 0.61 
Previou5 CR participation 0.31 0.61 0.28 0.39 0 . .17 0.12 0.92 0.46 0.37 
HCP· Padent Audiorecordin& Experience 
0.7.S Did your bea1tbcarc provider involve you as 0.57 0.45 0.31 0.53 0.72 0.52 <0.01 0.51 
an equal partner in making decisions about 
illness management strategies and goals? 
Did your healthcare provider listen carefully 0.49 0.19 0.14 0.59 0.77 0.87 030 0.07 0.48 
to what you had to uy about your illness? 
Did your healthcare provider encourage you 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.55 0.49 0.14 0.36 <0.05 0.41 
to go to a specific group or class to help you 
manage your health condition? 
Did your bea1thc:arc.providcr convey that 013 0.16 <0.01 0.54 0.90 0.91 0.48 <0.01 0.07 
wtiat youshoulUo t9.take ca1uf yourself. 
influences yourhealth condition? 
Patient-centeredness of 0.16 0.08 0.43 0.53 012 0.'12 0.09 0.10 O.~ 
~ 
f·~~~1~ 0}.9 0.73 Q.J3 0.8.8 0,6,1 Q.~J Q~P o,~1, o.g~ 
aild10!et:Ordtd disc~ioi,l 
Note: CR- Cardiac Rehabilititioo; HCP- Healdiife-Provider; pt~ Patient 
• Spearman correlation or Mann-Whitney U p-\.ciloes reported. as applicable 
00 
0 
Table 8. The relationship between Select RIAS Utterances and HCP characteristics, Attitudes and Perceptions, N=26 
Select RIAS Utterances 
HCP: 
HCP: Pt: HCP: HCP: Pt: HCP: HCP: Asks HCP: 
Gives Shows Counsels- Shows Gives Back- Reassures, for Interactivity 
information- agreement, medical/ agreement, information- channels optimism opinion 
therapeutic understanding therapeutic understanding lifestyle 
Sex (% female) 0.31 0.37 0.40 0.82 0.12 0.21 0.98 0.19 0.54 
Highest Degree 0.30 0.88 0.36 0.72 0.45 0.30 0.81 0.75 0.96 
Obtained(% 
undergraduate 
degree) 
Year obtained 0.61 0.66 0.99 0.64 0.16 0.20 0.82 0.27 0.23 
highest academic 
qualification 
Profession (% <0.05 <0.05 0.20 0.14 0.34 0.09 <0.05 0.09 <0.05 
nurse) 
Estimated number 0.85 0.31 0.71 0.78 0.68 0.38 0.20 0.86 0.71 
of patients 
seen/day 
Note: Pt- Patient; HCP- Healthcare Provider 
* Spearman correlation or Mann-Whitney U test p-values reported, as applicable 
00 
Table 9. Mean Frequency(:: standard deliation) of Discussion Elements and Global Affe.c-t Ratings* by CR Enrollment. in Desc~ndi:ng 
Order 
Code 
HCP: Gives information- therapeutic 
Pt: Shows agreemen~ understanding 
HCP: Counsels- medical/therapeutic 
HCP: Shows agreement, understanding 
Pt: Gives information- lifestyle 
HCP: Back-channels 
Pt: Gives information- medical 
Pt: Gives information- therapeutic 
HCP: Cou&e.l.s- lifestyle/ psychosocial 
HCP: Paraphrase, checks fo.r underst.aJ:lding 
HCP: Gives information- medical 
HCP: Gives information- lifestyle 
a·~:·R~.~ijf,~~~;Mitt#riJ~~~~:~:·;·: .. ··.\,. J •. .,· • 
HCP: Gh:es orientati~ instructions 
HCP: Intere.stl attentiveness 
HCP: Asks for understanding 
Pt: Interestfattentiveness 
Pt: Paraphrase. checks for understanding 
HCP: Friendlineul warmth 
HCP: Interac.tivity 
Pt: Friendline.ss!wannth 
HCP: Re-spon.sivene.ssl engagement 
HCP: Sympathe.tic:/ empathetic: 
Pt: All que-stion.s -therapeutic: 
HCP: Dominance/ assertiveness 
Pt: hlteracti\;it); - · 
Pt: Re.spon.sh~eness /engagement 
HCP: Hurried/ IU$hed 
~ ,ti).~JQiq.ane-ei ·Mser.ti\vmen 
CR :Enrollment 
Total Enrolled in CR Not Enrolled in CR p 
N•:SO N-27 (54.0%) N-23 (46.0%) 
38.38:36.97 39.22±26.72 37.39::46.SS 0.12 
33.20:29.44 34.48±26.10 31.70:33.47 0.34 
14.20:19.98 14.26±18.89 14.13:21.61 0. 71 
11.94::12.Sl 10.89:7.91 13.17:16.99 0.64 
10.16::12.84 7.26±8.36 13.57::16.18 0.15 
9.84±9.10 8.44:!:9.09 11.48:9.03 0.11 
8 .. 86::1250 7.93±12.28 9.96±12.93 0.24 
8.10±8.15 6.78±6.46 9.65:9.70 0.29 
6 .. 82:17.38 8.78±22.40 4.52::8.31 0.98 
6.52::9.36 4.48:i:is.3"7 8.91i:12.71 0.17 
6 .. 28::10.41 5.70±7.10 6.96±13.46 0.93 
S.82:7.44 5.96±6.12 S.65::8.89 0.17 
.;::}.~i~~~~:g~~{r,.~ti•';;;'.::!r·~ .. ;~:;:r.J;~£~~-~~~Jti;;;~;;:'.~~~·:;Jj;,;;~«~f~~if.';;;~: ... ·: . .. '·, \.r.,}~~{Q2~SJ:X: ··. 
5.0S±S.6'7 4.70:::8.44 5.52::9.10 0.33 
4.62.:0.60 4.56±0.70 4.70:::0.47 0.64 
4.50±6.53 S.41:7.89 3.43::4.40 0.36 
4.36±0.69 4.33:0.68 4.39::0.72 0. 70 
3.82±4.65 3.48±4.08 4.22::5.32 o.so 
l.82::0.69 3.74±0.66 l.~1=0:73 0.41 
3.72::0.88 3.85:0.86 357:0.90 0.30 
3.72:0.70 3.59±0.69 3.87±0.69 0.lS 
3.70±0.84 3. 78±0.SS 3.61::0.84 0.~4 
3.62:0.60 3.56±0.64 3. 10±0.56 0.33 
3.54±4.90 4.41=6~01 252:2.98 0.46 
3 .. ~~-54 .3.S.2;:0.51 3.35.::0_57 0.3.1 
3.:30:0. 79 3.3.3±0.83 :3.26:0.7:5 0. 75 
$;28:0.'70 3.3'0±0.6'7 :3 •. 26:0:7:5 o.ss 
3.28::1.34 3.26±1.32 ~.3&:::1..40 0 .. 86 
3 .. 2~1.§ 1 s.2<~:!:0~ss 3~2~!!4~ <:kS'1 
3.16::-5.34 3.22::5..26 3.09::5.54 0.94 HCP: Conc.eni. wony 
·Pt~;Rfe~1~~prt!iiY~ ··.::::~~:,·:.:/:·~·,·:,~:'.~;;~J!~~t!f~Ir}~~~~~r~~:.ii1£~:,~?ll~~~~~iJ'l:i+rAi~;&8f>I~At.~ 
00 
N 
HCP: RespectfulneS-S 
Pt: Re$pectfulness 
Pt: Sympathetic/empathetic 
HCP: Approval- direct 
Pt: Laughs, tetl jokes 
HCP: Closed question- medical 
HCP: Gives information- psycho.social 
HCP: Closed question- lifestyle 
HCP: Transitions 
HCP: Closed question- therapeutic 
Pt: Approval- direct 
'pf'..lJ:ii'~te;lijg)p1~0~:«~~,i1rce r··•, 
Pt: Gives information -psycho$0Cial 
Pt: Concern, worry 
a;¢f;'~·~~gf4~)~f~:~'.9k~s .. 
HCP: Personal remairlcs 
HCP: Asks for opinion 
Pt: .l\nx:iety/ nervousness 
Pt; Personal remark~ 
Patient: Anger/ irritation 
HCP: .A...nxiety/ nervousness 
HCP: Anger/ irritation 
Pt: Emotional distress/ upset 
Pt: Depression/ sadness 
Pt: Transitious 
HCP: Give.s inform.ation -other 
~~t=1;v~'11~~tit~~~~:~c~, 
Pt: All qaestiorus -m.edical 
HCP: Unintelligible 
Pt.: Asks (or undemanding 
Pt: Gh~es orientation, instructions 
HCP: Open qµestion -therapeutic 
Pt·: Give.$ information -other 
.Pt.:. Uisagi;t.em\ent, ~stiti·Giistn-dir.eet 
Pt: Open question -life.style 
HCP: Closed question -other 
3.02::0.14 3.04::0.19 3.0o=-0.00 
3.00:::0.29 2.96=<>.34 3.04::0.2 l 
2.98::0.14 2.96::0.19 3.0o=-0.00 
2.86:3.72 2.04%2.12 3.83:!:4.87 
2.84±4.42, 2.93±4.84 2.74±3.99 
2.80:4.65 2.48:!:4.88 3.17:!:4.44 
'2.38:::8.51. 3.74:::1 t.34 0.78=2.13 
2.18:4:22 1.89:3.12 2.52:5.28 
2.06:::2.45 2.41=2.75 1.65::2.04 
2.04:::3.14 1.74:2.44 2.39::3.83 
2.02:::2.SS 1.78:!:2.15 2.30:3.53 
.!,:\~~Jjf~Tg.!~)1!~:'.:.':.~,;T 1'£';'~~:~·:~~f~5~i~~~~~f~,:~;:~~~S,~'::,:~#i~f~~7J!~~~$f4:9: , 
2.00:::4.38 1.59:::3.02 2.48=5.62 
1.80:::2.23 1.37%1.74 2.30:::2.65 
•:,-,·'.,!if'i!itt~e..t2~~~;i,:,&~~f:>t:';'.~·f:'.:.';~;2r;~~~!t.~;~l;'.:~~k~~1~.til1~~'.:t'i;E~i~~~l!~J~~',,••"'''' 
l.68=2.90 t.26:2.12 .2.17:3.60 
1.66:2.90 1.26:2.12 2.17::3.60 
t.44::0.64. 1.48±0.64 1.39±0.66 
l.14:1.97 0.89:::1.58 l.43::2.35 
1.02::0.14 1.04::0.19 1.00:0.00 
l.00:!:0.00 1.00::0.00 1.00::!:0.00 
l.00:0.00 1.00::0.00 1.00::!:0.00 
l .Oo=-0.00 1.00::0.00 1.00::!:0.00 
1.00:::0.00 1.00::0.00 1.0o=-0.00 
O.SO:i.21. 
0.76::2.08 
0.72:::1.75 
.,.;,;,~:¢~~~1~~~:.i. 
0.52::1.34 
0.52=0.9S 
O.SQ:Q.84 
050:0.95 
0.46::0.95 
0.4~'1.33: 
0 .42:::01.9~ 
0:34:!: 1.47 
0.32:::1.08 
O.S9±i .53 0.83:::0.72 
0.41::0.97 1.17:2.85 
0.52±1.25 0.96.:2.20 
':,,cc;ol~i'":!f6I~!4~'~~:c~"~t.·1:::~·:~~~;:,~qt_~m~~d:,. · 
0.63%1.67 0.39::0.84 
0.48::0.SO O.S7::1.12 
0.4S#t.S.9 0 ... 5~.79 
0.6'3:::1.15 0.35±0.65 
0.52:!:0.80 0.39::1.12 
0.30:!:Q.6•7 0.65:::l.82 
OG4·1::0 •. 89 ,@,143=0'"'99· 
0.15::0.53 0.57:2.09 
0.22=<>.58 0.43::1.47 
-0.36 
0.32 
0.36 
0.25 
-0.85 
0.26 
0.64 
0.82 
0.37 
0.4& 
-0.62 
.•.. ·•,;; 'Q~;g~~,! 
-0.36 
0.19 
<'c1'c~Q[():?:. 
" o~4i 
0.76 
0.52 
0.45 
0.36 
1.00 
1.00 
l.00 
l.00 
0.25 
0.28 
0.46 
.:· .• -''lJ<OY:<(:S~ 
0.91 
0.17 
0.:11 
0.41 
0.22 
0.83 
i'.83· 
0.32 
0.83 
00 
VJ 
HCP: Disagreemen~ criticism - direct 
HCP: Self-disclosure 
HCP: Asks for reassuranct 
HCP: Le.gifunation natements 
Pt: Asks for rea~surance 
Pt: Compliment -general 
Pt: All questions -psychosocial 
HCP: Bid for repetition 
··HP~~~cP.ltiRmn~l~i~~Matl~ ·.· ' 
Pt: Disagreement, criticism-general 
HCP: Closed question -psychosocial 
HCP: Asks for permission 
HCP: Open question -p.sychosocial 
HCP: Partnership statements 
Pt: AH questions -other 
H~&;.Enfi)!t1!i~ifa~i:~~,.~.,.• · 
HCP: Disagreements, criticism -general 
Pt: Bid for repetition 
Note,: Pt- Patient; HCP- Healthcare Provider 
0.24i:Q.56 0.15:0.36 0.3!i:0.7t 0.42 
0.20:0.64 0.19±0.62 0.22-"-0.6? 0.84 
0.20±6.49 0.19:0.48: 0.22:0.52 O.Sl 
0.2G::Q.64 OJ 1:0.32! 0.3C>=0.88 0. 76 
O. l&:i0.56 OJ5~.6Q 0.2~~.52 0.31 
0.16±0.51 OJ9:0.56 0.131:0.46 0.76 
0.16±0.62 0.2.6±0.81 0.04i:0.2t 0.36 
0.14~~.53 0.11:0.58: 0.17:0.49 0.26 
~~~~';; ., .. ,. ;·S.·':~~,()J~Q'p~~0{~!1~~~i~;}.'1~1t~~:~o}J~C~;~~;;L: ... ,..,. .... .,. :O(.;~~L:. 
0.14!~UO 0.15:-0.46 O.l~i:0.34 0.88 
0.12-~.33 0.11:0.32 0.131:0.34 0.84 
0.12-~.39 o.t9:o.4g o.o4~.n 0.22 
0.12-J.0.39 0.0·7:0.2/' 0.17:0.49 0.49 
0.12-"-0.39 O.Or7:0.27 O. tJr:0.49 0.84 
o.io=o.36 o.0'7±0Js: 0.131±0.34 0.26 
··::·',, :'.,,:,';.;;Y,,M,:;r"gIQ~~~,!~;~:·,, Y:'.:<· ,;~'~i/~i}Plt(~Yj~~~ti~;~jfr~.~Ii,q:~j~~l,~4::."' ·:,:·.··· ·, ;;.'·~~ .. ~5r~';l):~·"~; ;< 
0,06±0.31 0.11±0.42 O.OC>:0.00 0.19 
0.02-~.14 0.00:!:0.00 0.04~~.21 0.28 
* Mann-Whi1tney U comparing mean frequency of RIAS utterances 1by CR enrollm·ent 
u RIAS coded disc.tJS&ion elements not mentioned Uicl\:ldes: Pt: Asks for seniice; Pt: L~.gitimation statements; Pt Empathy sta·tements; HCP: 
Open que.stion- other. 
00 
.J::>.. 
Table 10. CR Discussion Tool by Referral and Enrollment, N=50 
Tools 27 (54.0%) 
Discussions used 
(a) CR program pamphlet and motivational letter signed 25 (92.6%) 
by the medical director of the CR program from the same 
institution, 
( c) Comprehensive patient discharge contract including 4 (14.8%) 
CR, 
( d) Discussion with previous CR graduates working 2 (7.4%) 
through Volunteer Services, 
( e) Phone call to patients at home. 2 (7.4%) 
Note: CR, Cardiovascular Rehabilitation 
35 (70.0%) 
Referred 
18 (72.0%) 
3 (75.0%) 
2 (100.0%) 
2 (100.0%) 
27 (54.0%) 
Enrolled 
13 (52.0%) 
3 (75.0%) 
2 (100.0%) 
2 (100.0%) 
00 
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Table 11. The Relationship Between Select RIAS Utterances and CR Pamphlet and Motivational Letter, N=SO 
(a) CR program 
pamphlet and 
motivational 
letter signed by 
the medical 
director of the 
CR program 
from the same 
institution 
HCP: 
Gives 
information-
therapeutic 
0.52 
Pt: 
Shows 
agreement, 
understanding 
0.12 
HCP: 
Counsels-
medical/ 
therapeutic 
0.75 
Select RIAS Utterances 
HCP: Pt: 
Shows Gives 
agreement, information-
understandin lifestyle 
g 
0.28 0.69 
Note: CR- Cardiovascular Rehabilitation; HCP- Healthcare Provider; Pt- Patient 
*Mann-Whitney U values reported 
HCP: HCP: 
Back- Reassures, 
channels optimism 
<0.05 0.09 
HCP: 
Asks 
for 
opinion 
<0.05 
HCP: 
Interactivity 
0.80 
00 
0\ 
Appendices 
Appendix A: Healthcare Provider Email/l,etter of Information 
VRCamm Study 
Tonmro GeoenJ Ha!ipilal. mn.,ns 
200 Elizabeth St. TOimdD, ON 
MSG2C4 0 
(416) 3404800 x.6593 Uni~Hmltb~ 
_._......,._.....,._.....,._.. 
30 September 2012 
RE: REQUEST TO PARTICIPA'IE in Hrart Inpatirat-Pro"tider Interaction 
STUDY 
Dear Cardiac Martor: 
We are writing to ask £ar your: help in a study :regmting bedside commmr.icatimi. with cmfuc 
inpatiems.. This study is part of an eft"ort to learn about. and Unpo'\'2'., inpatient interadion 
regmting seccmdaJy pll!\'1!Dtiao O!COJDDEDdati.cms md outpati.eiit disease m;magtilll!nl 
We are approaching healthcare pm'riders and carctia.c: ~ from ·lhe inpatil!nt cardiac unit5 at 
the University Health Network. Participation in this study im;oh.-es: (1) ilDdio recording bedside 
discussions with CODSeIJting patients, and (2) completion of a brief saniey. 
Included in this package are 2 copies of the study cmi:;eIJt £orm. Pleiise read it to leam IDDR about 
the study. If you are willing to puticipate, you. will find a place mr )i'Dll to si.gn and cbte Oil the 
la.st pap. Yoo can keep Gile copy for}'UUJ' :records. md fttiirn the other copy te m Tia iuferaal 
mail at TCH EN7-l35. If you. pn6r not to parti.cipaie, plsse let us know so ibat we·cease 
attempting to contlct you., Y Oil oou1d do this my iDdicating your mme an 1be front page of an 
umigoed amsent fmm, md sending tom in intemal mail. 
If you h,a,,-e my quesfums about this study, we would be happy to tallk with you. The study 
c:oontinator Mandy Keillne!" can be tucli.ed by email at ~ca or 416 340-
4300 ext .. 6593#. 
Sincerely, 
Sheiry L. Grace, PhD 
Researcli Direc:tar. 
Cartliowscular Rehabilitation 
& Pnn'&lfio:n Program 
Peter Munk Cardiac Centre. 
& Sc:ientist. Taranto General Research 
Institute, Ulli\remty Health Network 
VRCmmnimm~toCardiac Mentms 
VI; Jtm2 2, 2011 
Pagel ofl 
& 
Caroline Cliessex, MD 
~~9 
Clinical Dll:edor, 
Cardi01.'aSC1Jla:r Rehabilitation & 
Preventi.cm Program 
Peter Mmik Cardiac Centre, 
Tomnto Westem Hospital. 
UniwJsity Health Netwodt 
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Appendix B: Healthcare Provider Consent Form 
CONSENT TO PMlJCIPAl!E. INA RESEARCH SFUDY 
ShortTrtle 
Jnvestigator 
Heart IApatienWrovider Interaction 
Sherry L Grace. PhD. 
·sgentistar.td: ASsociate Professor 
(4 t6) 340-4800 x. 6455# 
CO-Investigators C3roline Chessex, MD, University HeaJUrNe~ 
T1Zi3Aa• Rivera, .~Sc, NP, Yo.rk Central Hospital' 
Sheryl Alexander, MScN, RN, Univer:sttY Health 
Netwmk 
Study Personnel 
Maiy Attia, BSc tstudy Coor.dinatoF/Reauiter) 
Aman~ ,Kentner, PhD (st(Jdy COOt;di!ilatOfliR~iterJ 
Sha~on 'Gravely, Pb'El(AsSi:Stafill ~Re~dler} 
YongyaoTan,·MSc ·(~~ ~nagernoot) 
Sanam Pourhabib, esc:(Graduate·st\!Jdent/Recruiter)i 
Sponsor .C3nadian lnstiMe5 of Health Research 
Version 3 
Introduction 
Before agreeingto participate in this study, it is importar:ittltlat you read 
and. understand .the foHowinQ explanation of ~eprQPOSed stooy 
procedures. Tlile ·fellOwiilg inrorrnatior:t ldeScribes the purpose, 
procedures~ hen~. disoomforts, risks and ~recatrtions associated 
with ttrlis study~. It also desCJiibes YJi)t!lr:i;ightfq1refi.lse toJ>e1rliti*1te or 
witfidrtawfr.c!>'pi the study.ata,ny time .. 1fl}ercJerto.decid~ w!betheryou 
wish to participate·in this research study, yt>u shoukil tmdlerstand 
enough .aoom its risks anc:i .benefits fo •be able 1to make an informed 
decision~ This is known as the informed consent process. Please ask 
the study staff to 'explain aAy words yeu dor.i~ ,tmc:ferstarnl befbre 
sigRing'tlJis consent ;fOfJTl. Make sure ,an your ()OOstibns have t>een 
answered to your satisfaction befi>re signi~ this document 
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Voltmtary Participation 
Your participation .in this .study is voluntary_ You ,can ct;ioose not'to 
participate, or you may withdraw at any .tirne. There will be oo penalty 
or implications if you refuse to particjJ>ate or withdJ:aw at any time. 
Background and;Purpose 
• This stucty'explares. Bt1patient dsaJssions witl:a-heafth~ provkmfs and ~Iliac· ment()fS·abwt~fu marjage~r~heart:tieafth,after ~.tile t.I~~ we 
wantto UAdersla(ld ~,we •r.aO"in)xn'.ve the way·.mft>rmatkln ·aoout dirof.lit· 
disease managemer.ttarid.care :is,~· to p3tieAts; 
• At)etlt50ihe,afl1p3tierl1s:fram rl tK>spitals:will.be ilthe sllµdy: UhiversifyHeallh 
Netwofk and0YOrk 'Central fiespital_ 
• You-ate1belr:lg aske~HDJ~q~because YDtl'Provi~'pcytiem care on •ttie 
carasac inpaliMt uni atooe of:the .pafticlpating hospitals, .or because ~ 
volmteer as a:~iac meritor on 1he caidiac Lflit·of'ooe Of1the ~
~ls. 
• The length of your Particfpation .may vary dependeij1t m the'nmnber of patient 
interactiOAs 1tiatyou: and your patients are willif:lgto remnt 
Study Procedures 
lf:you ·CO~to ~cipate, ~e study coordinator will arram,ge .a 
mutuaDy cpnvenientday or.i which .you will·taFry ·a ·digital reoortferto 
audiotape discussions With.cardiac inpatients who coosem to 
participate_ 
The day on which .you agree to record. ·the study coordir:lator will 
approacil mpatientS whcrhave;agreec:fto :learn more abonrt the study. 
She•will:sofictt Written ami: imenned·consent m>m ~pattents~ i.td.;post a 
OOloured sign· by ·tme:pattenfs'bed. This :Post:er WiD! 5e1Ve as a Visual 
a:ie to you tf.lat. the patient agrees to audiOtape your inter.action. 
If you ,agree to recoraing, you be asked ta.cany a numbered digital 
recotder·duljhg ynµr fl.lteraction, aoo1totumit on afild off at t,ne 
begil'ill'iling and end,of1ead1 int~oo- Yel!I will b0· requested to 
oonfirm with·theipatlent4tilatiiufeed they comSented to'paJtticipate in 
the smcw ;pid tQ ag~Jor'ttte recording ofdiaJogue te'.begin. The 
research sfudY petsor:meJ;.wifJ pick up then~oorder am:I 54~rety •take ·it 
to the reseaR:h office to be processed. 
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You wm ·be instructed to call the study ;personnel at the end of your 
patient interactions, so ttte reoorder can be piGked up cm~ securely 
taken to the research emce to be processed~ 
AH ·audio recordings of the interactions· will be raviewed by study staff 
at Torooto Genera): J-lospital. The data.managerwill ~~te alily 
irrelevant ·oonversatiool idehtifyilg ·infoml(ltion, and1~n me 
interactibn ~· 11$1ber ·so yet) andJhe patient cannolibe~identified. The 
norHn~ble ·recooliflg Wi11 :be setit:throogh a secure Vile .portal to 
consUiltall1s ifot.·cooirng. 
At.the eoo1.of ~e of1tf:le tlCIY·, YQUWDI be ·asked to;fill out a bliief paper-
an~I survey. The-srirvey,WjlJ ask v001ab0t:rt'yotir·attitudest0waroi 
outpatteni:~chronie~disease)manage~p6)gr:amS.·1r there'are any 
ques~·mat~:do1notti!e,t~~1e,~Y?J·may.ch00se 
not to answer. The, s:tnvey will:take ·aboot m mmutes to ol>mplete: 
Intervention 
You may be;prnvided with an educational ·letter, pamphlet: or form to be 
providecfte the patient.. 
rt you would fike to receive the study results, please provi<te the study staff 
wilh youremail addr:ess; 
Eligibility 
A11 healthcare providers and volunteers serving patients on the cardiac uruts are 
being invited to padicipate. 
Risks Related :to Being in the Study 
You will be reYeaJg yoll" attitudes and some ~~c 
infoonalk>r:l: hawem-:1 this.inforrTiatioo wil. rema.E.:COAftdeRtial. Y eur 
interadi>n .with :patierns Wil .be·recoofed, bllltWill :be ~le orny .by a 
numericJese'ardt ID n(JJTtber, and axfing·Wil bedesai>ed in agg~, 
fonnonly. 
Benefits 
Participali:lg in tJ:tis study Will be of no benefit to ')'Ot:J. Howevetr, i1roonation 
gleaned from.this study may benefit other healtbcare pmvit:1ers managing 
carcfsac i~tien1s, and1 may improve oontimlity of care for cardiac 
outpatients. 
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Confidentiality 
Each,1~ and: provider will be.assigned a resealiCh 10 number. Al 
digital recardilg~ wil be stripped Of ~entifyilg infemlatiOn to remain 
oonfidential. SUr;vey respoose5 Will als'obetdentified by YOU" researd1 ID 
nurmer. 
All i1formatimH>btiAecJ;·dtl"1g:1he sllJdY·\WI be-held in stmi ~ce. 
No O(lll~oc·i~ing·ijfocmatiOO-wil:l)e~usooinas;rJ pt11ca1Dl~or 
~~--·No.!h~;~··.~··wm1~~1ooed·ajtsi00 
th!!1iBVe5tijalorS n:itlJlis:stu<t~(Mef'~·~~has been ~fmed·for"ttie 
tnaBadtofY1slorage~period .of25:YealS;'it-wiD all1be disposea of 
~fe!Yso thcit:coofldentiatfi9ii~,praser\ted. · 
Compen~ation 
Yoo will oot be'· compensated for ypur par;ticipation in this study ,nor wiO ! there :be 
any' monetaryccosts to you associated· with participation 'in this study 
QuesJions Abounhe Study 
If YouJ1aye ·anJ questia~. ~nc:ems. or would like to speak t9 ·the study 
teamifu( any reason, :please call: Sherry GJace;:PhD at 41~340-4800 
x. 6455, or Mary Attia :at af16-340-4BOO;x. 2879. 
·If you have any ~on5 about-your rights as a. research participant Of 
have coocems abooHhis stUdy, ,calf the Chair of ·the ;University Healttl 
NetwOTftResearoh Ethics Boattf(REB) or]h.e Research Ethies omce~at 
41&-581·~1849~ lhe'REBJs a group oi peOple; Who.oversee the ethical 
conduct oj'IJ$eardrstudies:. llllese-pe()J)le rue r:lot part of the sb.Jdy 
team~ EvefYtbjng that yau discuss will be kept coofidential. · 
Consent 
In no way doessigmin~ 1this ·consent ·form waive yoor legal rights nor does it 
relieve the. invesligatOrs. ~Sors ·or inYOfve(Nnstitutioos frtim their leQal and 
professfonaJ responsibilities. 
This study has been explairiled to me afiKt any questions I had h~e beet:l 
answered. Mmow that I. may stop recording:my interactions with patients ab any 
time_ I agree to take part iA this study~ 
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Print study Partidpanf s Name Signature 
(You will'be given a signed oopy oHhis 0011sent fonn) 
My signature meaAS that Hme explair:led the Study to the 
participant named above; I haveaoswerect all qUf$ti0ns. 
Person,Obtainir:ig .. Corisel;Jt 
~on3.by 112012 
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Appendix C: Patient Consent Form 
CONSENT TO.PARllCIPA1£ IN A RESEARCHS'TUDY 
Investigator 
CO-lnvestigator:s 
Study Personnel 
Sponsor 
lntFoduction 
Hearilll1:)0ti~-Pmviderlnteraction 
Sheny'L 'Grace• PhD. 
Sceitistaf:ld. Dtrectoo of'Researd11 
{416)·~,x_ 6455ti 
Carolilechessex;~m •. t.lnivei:sily Health Netwofik 
TtZiana~;Msc}NP,YorkGenµi~:. , 
Sheryl Alexandre, ;RN~ MScN. Utj11e1Sity Health NetWark, 
Mary Attia esc~<~ CoordinatertRecr:uiter) 
Artaldci ~~er: ~rD<(SJU~'CoordinafDr) .• 
Shanrilen· Gra~. Ph() {ReSear.d'I ~tant) 
Yoogyao.T<l'.1, !~ (Qala ~~) 
Sar,tam POOmat>~~BSc (eraauate:~) 
canadi<ifl ;lnstib!rtes of,Health Research 
Beforea~g:to ~cipate in this stOdy, .it is.impar;fant that you read and tnd~ ,tf.le 
re1kJwinQexJ)lanation ot:the proposeQ'~ PQ!)cedWes. The ,fi:lillovying Wonnatioo,; · . . 
descrl>es fthe;pyrpase i)r:oeedures beAefilS: diScomfar;ts riskS ~d'P~·aSsociated 
with, tniS·~~· ltalso·describes~ OrJ~i'ta;~, to:P2i:ncipateot'with~frnii11tt11e 
study at·c.iy·urne •. •n omerto,decide:~·Yeu ~ .to1p3fti~ei1Attlis ~·slµ~. 
you5h00ld·~erst!nd·enawgh'at>OOt its~n~s·~1beilefits.ro be *e 1ti>1make;an~lllibmed 
decision. Jhis~isllmaWn·as the im>R11ed CXJASf:!,'.ltpiDCess .. Please aSk ·ttle .stu:fy, ~~or 
stucty..·staff'to 1expl,ain3Rywo(dsyOOi:tbltt;,Uhdef.staAd:be1ore sgnirag',this coosem1~. 
Make .sure all' yo1!JT queSOOAs have,been answered to your satisfaction ·befores~ing 1ttiis· 
document. ' 
Background'and Pufpose 
• lbis s!Wy·e)(J)Jares·p3tiemdiscussims with t.leafthcare poviders aboot•hew·to ~:their 
~·health ~leavirg·1he.~ Wewc.1Ha mderstaod 00w·we·l3ljiJw'ove)the·\.Yay 
informalion:abocitchronicdiseas~nnar~a§elTierill care is provided'to you. 
• You are beir:g· approachecHo ca1Sider ~in this sttxly beca:lse yoo are atpaier:lt 
receiving cardiac~ attheUniwrsityHE!altA NetiMXk. 
• AbaJt 50heaftpalieals fmm2 mspta1s,vJill be in the~- If )QI agree,to paijtici~ ·you 
Wil be one oNhe palierits in this sb:Jdyrecruited fiml ~·Health·~ wtidil 
UHN CRCon:m Paaent ICF 
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incllO!s Toom 6emel'al·~'aoo 1cmtoWeslem 1-bspital. The otAer par.ti~ 
hosPilal it trnis.stutyls ¥0f1t. cmtral· ~-
• YOU" patidpation'\\tUNJe fer toda'y, or d YaJCllHfismariged'tone tooay. 
Study J>t:ocedures 
rn thisst\!Jdy,wewould like·t,o audidape ~oos y<l:I halve \Wh·healtrncae 
~{Stich as a::rll~·physicianor;p~~st):<X" previot!ISI~ 
patierttS·woo ¥0)mteerto,~- toiheart patients:abcU~the!f ~w~ We have 
also ~:tfie,ttealhc3re·~~-inv01ved,. ir:i ~care if;;fueywoul<:i 
parti~. lfttl)ey a'gr:ee, we pmyide ·tt:Jem:With 3il!ligital Uio recorder tO.GaliJY 
arotlld tor a ·(lay. 
rfyoo COflSE!:lt~to~~ we.vvooldput ~:a:posteril.ywr JPC:111 to letyoor 
llealhcare~-a;J~the,noor know. When,one ct.Y<U" healtficarepromers 
that~'tias·a.50.agffiedrto.'pa~ C:Omes,:in;krnteetwifh YJ>U he-.<X" She wiD · 
Vertiy that ·yQi:i,are'wiDillQ 6rreoorn .. y0ur bedside'oonverSatioo: 
tr you agree to r:eoor:ding, your healthcare provid~r o~. your:s..tlff will be asked 
to taJT¥ a;ntim~ digital recor;t:Jer dtirifflJ ioor lnJeriactioo, and to;·tum it on 
and off at the :t>egctulliilg~'aooend of each ilt~diotL The: research study 
persormeJ wift•.piok'·UP.thEHeCOrder and securetY take itto the research office 
to :be pro·cesSed. 
Audio reoordings·_of.the disetissims wiD be revieWed by study staff atTorooto 
General HosP,ital. ~:~:manager·WiD d~ete:any4rre1eV311t mwersatieo, • 
assi!ftt'the:itt~ aroomber SO·YPtJ-andffJ1e;heaJthcare provller <3100t be 
i~. lbe non-i~recoofiRQ.wiU>e sentthrwW1 a semefile:pQlifal 
to coosu~ tor oodiig. 
After your cooversatioos are recorded with your.healtOOare ;provider., you will be 
given ·a pciper~I survey ta fiil ·out.we Will check with the UHN 
ootpatientcartfsac program to see·if you were referrechJrenmlle<fin their 
program. 
Treatment 
We may Provic:!e the healthcare previder\Wh a letter, ~let or form to di~ with YQtL 
If these matenatsreswlt in,better Qllfpatient care forihear\tpatie.nfs, we will ,email U1errJ-.te:~ 
at the end Of the 'stl:lly ~ 
tr yoo woufd like to receive the study results, please provide the study staff with your email 
address. 
Tests 
You are 'asked to fill iJil a survey after yoor mnversatioo has· been recarded.. Y:oo 
will be asked to provide some ~c a·dinicaf, mrmation at:>out 
yowself. This survey will also ask yoor opiJilion abwl yoor attitudes and 
Vl!fti1Dn 4 .lne 13 ZJ.12 
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perceptions about~ a1SrussioA1with1ttle ~ provit:fer, ·and cmy 
~tiem seiMces tfi1.at may have beenmreroo to ~.1. It Wil tilte·apJWxinatety 
15min:Jtes·tO 00fl1llete. 
Eligibility 
Any heartitpatient over too ageoM8 '"'°is S\:lf:lidentty .. proticiert i1the Englist.t ~e­
to provide jrfOOnedi cq:lSef1t is .~igible' fer the study. 
Risks Related to.BelriO'in ·the Study 
~·are·m~risks .. l;yoo.t3l.e1pat:in11tis stuctfYOO Ml be~ persmal 
inblllD:Jiilialx>ut~'lioNever·ttillsiirnmalic~tvnr remail·~-
Benefits to Being in·Ule Study 
Yoo may ~:direc:tfs1efiUmrn OOing.i'l',~·stuiy by~ ffilbmaticlu;x·~~lels 
atBJt dumic'.diSease.rnariagemel)t:~.that iNJCe,ycu r9 <Jf haWIQ illdlei·heart. 
~YOl(ipartDpauooiWilllalso heipus .. irrp()WthEH:are,cfi CamiaG paliepts_ 
Vol~tary Participation 
Y~r participation in Utis s~:is vdilintary. You ~decide not to beJin this stud¥:. or<to,be 
in the ·sbJjy nd\Ji :and then d~:yoor m.iRd 11ater.You m3'f reftise to a:iswer anyi~uesti• 
in the survey .)'<l;I oo net~:to ~-
Your choice notto'J:>3tl1dpate wil not affect yom- care or treatment. 
Confidentiality 
Personal Heall/:J lnfonnalion 
ff yoo ~:to.jOinfri~-,Sttxiy~ 1he.~dydoct0r and his/her ~1 team wilUook at·~ 
perSoJi1al :health ·itncm,1ati0fll and 'cdlectooly. the infOOnatioo they•r:teed b the sm~. 
Persooal-heattti ·ilti1fomlatimis ·amy·infor:matiaHnat 1could be used to •identify you * 
includes_yoUr: 
• name, 
• medical reoord m1nber 
• existing medical records, that ir:ldudes description .of yoor heart health histoey, tbe. 
~.foryc>urcuirentt)()Spitll.slay, yotJ"heart nsk factors, ho'N weU you.ae 
functiooing, and ti)ther healh problems yarhave. 
The informalioo tbat is cofleded forttle study wiO be kept in a locked anctsecure aiea iby 
the sfiJc:IY d00tof1foc.25.years. Only the study team or the,peq>k~ or grtXJpS 'fisted b'ekJw,vJin 
be aIIOWed to 1look at ¥Ol:lf records. 
The·fijk>wirng .people n:ey come to too hospiital to look at the study reoords and at 100r 
perso{1al :health infoonatioo to chetk that the mrortnation collected for 1he study is ·Garimcl 
and to make sure the study followed prQJJer 131NS and guidelines: 
Venillln 4Jllle13 21U2 Page 3·11'4 
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• University Health 'Network Research Etrucs Boan1. 
All infonnatjoo ooOected 'dlfilg this. stooy, ilducfmg y0urpeliS(:)nal 11:leaRt.1: informatBt,, will'lt:>er; 
kept coofiooliiial ~'wi! notbe ~~·WM·ClilYooe ~1tfte,~1mess requ~lfi&l' 
law. Any imfOm1aliornibC:U yoo ~t_is·seot~· of:too tl~:wil~,1~ aaxl~;~t1Nifl~i\0t­
show YQtJ·naJre or addJess,. ar any intoonation th,at~tedly,,n:tet1fj~es ·Yo'd- Y.oo ·\fll~lnatJbe, 
named in fD/· reports,:SXJblicatims, or~ that may:comefrOOl this~~ 
lf~ideciGeto teave1the sWdY.,''the irirQnnatioo ~boutyoo, that~-cQflected be~~~·ie(t:: 
thEHitudy will still be 'osed. No~ infomiatlon will be ooOecte<hYithoot:yoot1peniiSsioo•. 
Compensation 
You lMll mm JH0~fDr patidpaOOn b1his-stOOy. 
~n no waydpeS ,signiri!Q;1his ~ ·brri'.VJaiW yoorlegal Jiights·oor does it·reUevelthe 
investi~, ~IS er·irwolvecHnstiluOOnsfrom tt:leir legal and:professiooal 
~bi,Dties_ 
Questions Aboufthe Study 
~you haye·any (:JJe5oons, coocems or wa:Jk:Nike bspeak to th1e:study team for 
any'reasoo,;pleaseicalt Maly~ at 41~34G-4800 ~ 2879. 
ff you have;any ~ aboutyriur-lighls as _a reseaich pamcfparit.or have (X)OCE!Jm a~~tfis:staciY, ~D.Jthe"'ChaiJ:Gf~'U~~JHeaittil:~ 
~•EttiiCS:t8oafd~REB),or•the::Researnb_ Elhics-dfiooat. 4:16-581-"7'849. 
The~REB isa·~;Of J>eq:>Je~"aWISee:too·etfliccJI aHluct ~If m~ch 
sbdes(Jihese·peopaeR·-natpatt'Of'the·stucsy1eam. EVecytlililg!that-youdiscuss 
wiJI ;be kept confidenticil~ . 
Consent 
This stud'/ has.beefl explaiiled t<;> me. Anv.~uesti<11s I ha<J·baye been answered. I lmow·thaf 
my anv~ WiP·be aodiotaped and l;wiD ·t:>a~ed tO fill wt 1rsurwy. l koow·that I may 
leave~the stud'fat&WJY'tirm. I agree 1DvoU:ttaiiily take part in tbis stlxly. 
Pmt Stu~ Participatit's Name Date 
{Youwm be given a signed oopy of this consent form) 
MJ signature means that I have explained tile study to the participant named above. i :have 
answered•al) Qt:JeStiOOS. 
Pritt Name of Perscrl· Obtai:ning Coosent Signature 
Versllln 4 .ble 13 2012 
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Appendix D: Case Report :Form 
L SiieID#: 
2. Stu.dyID #: __ _ 
·3_ Today's Jnte 
4_ Primaiy iDdiCal:im CatVR:: 
D Stroke 
D <:atdiaC 
mmm 
5_ Patient . Je:mr Studv: D Yes . It 
a noes·Dot.~F.nglishpiofirisiHy 
0 ~·~than;fSyeasofage 
yyyy 
.. helaW ONo 
a · Etimlled(m Other· studies 
C.OtbEc,·.~~·--------------
Forintervmtioaiifu.se Of.study: ... 
0 Heal1hcare:pnMaer duhotutilize Mural tools beause patimt bas ·valid cmtraindiafumto CR(~) 
a Bemg ctisc:lmged;to Imig-tam care 
a Patieat:does not.U\~cardiov.1:scular" -
6~ PatimtDeclinecUo Participate: 
O·No. OYes-hasoo,ifwilling: _______________ _ 
Stop hen if pment is. ineligible or dtclin.d. 
I ~~-~ . Date: _____ _ Dati~:. ______ _ 
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JD.IJ: __ _ 
C PCI Dm:. ____ _ 
Procedme: Ves5f 's): 
a lrm meta1 stmt a m 
ll chug..eluting 0 RCA 
0 .~ D LAD 
(ci?cle:. pi0x 1•1 ~> 
a cm: 
D Ramm 
0 CABG DatE: ___ _ 
Vl!sselC.sl: 
0 LM 
D RCA 
0 LAD(cllcle:·pim/med/dist) 
0 Circ . 
a 1Umns 
Dm: ___ _ 
a Ml Date: 
a Ammor STEM! 
a ln&!rior NSTF.MI 
a Lata:a1 Q-W~ 
a Posterior BBB 
a Septa! NQN-Q-Wn~ 
a Rt Vt!llfricubr Unstable 
a A.CS/CAD Confitmation Da1e: 
D ECG. D Angiogram D F.nzyn1es. ·-0-Sy_mp_iti_™_ 
0 Other cantiOvasc:ular ccmd(s) Daie:. ___ _ 
D· Anhythmia 
D~·HD 
0 Carcliomyopathy 
0 Other: 
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2. Sc:hedWed mmgmt admissiou7 D sc:heduled D wgmt D 1mbu1wn. 
3. Fum:tianal Sbdo:s: 
a. ccs Angina Cbss: 
ao 01 02 01 D4 
-+a IV-a a IV-b a IV-ca IV-d 
b.. NYHA.·Functional Class: 
Cl 02 03 04 
c.. LV Function: 
D. Nuclear D'F.cho D ~ D LVEF%: ___ _ 
0Nmative: _______ _ 
D Nmmal DMild DModerate DSevere 
5. Risk Factors: 
y N 
D CAD 
0 CHF 
D Anhythm 
0 Congmitll HD 
0 ACS/Ml 
C Tr.msiem Jscbemic Atbck ('llA) 
0 D Imbetes: DTypeI OTypeil 
C Stroke: 
C lscliemi.c Stroke 
0 Hemonhagic. Slnlke HbA1lc%: __ _ Date·imeSSed: ___ _ 
a a obesity (BMJ;:>30) 
BMii~2): __ 
Waist cire{cm): __ 
D;ite' ~sed:. ___ _ 
0 0 Hypertension 
BP: syst __ , diast: __ 
Date.assessed:.· ____ _ 
a a Dysli:pUEmia 
TOtal Cliolesh!rol: 
m>L: 
LDL: 
Triglycerides: __ 
Date assessed: __ 0 Cancer 
0 Hyperthymid 
a Liver Disease 
a PADJPVD 
0 ~sion 
0 Rma!Disease. 
a : lni!clion 
a ;YilyeiC<m¥cm 
O•·Carili~. 
0·.~ 
C None 
7. Commbicliti.es: a MSK: /Joint R.ep1acement, Specify: ______ _ 
a Other: ___________ _ 
a None 
VRComm.CRF. Version4.0ct31 2011 Page3of4 
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Site &.StudyID#: ____ _ 
L Patient's First Ni!llR: 
2. Patient's Last Name: 
3. Pll!fa:red Salntatian: 
a ?dr.-
D Ms. 
0 Mrs. 
a nr. 
SEPARATE .lHIS SHEET 
4. Patient would like post-study :results email? D No 
Patient's email addresli= ______ _ 
VRCommCRF. Version4.0ct3l 2011 Page4of4 
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Appendix E: Patient Self- report Survey 
Vascular P·atient-
Provid.er Inte1·a\ction 
' 
Study 
Instructions for completing the survey questiOns appear at the beginni'l'.1~ 
of •each sectm. 
Please seal your comi:>leted questionnaire m the envelope provic:ied1 
and return it to the study coordinator. 
VRCamm Pt Slln-ey 
vemmi 4, Oc1Dber 11 2011 
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l. Are you male·odemale'! 
a Mate 
2. What year·were you bom? 
SECTION A: ABO&"TYOU 
OFemale 
.19 DJ 
3. What do.you.cousi.d.er to be your Iacia1/et1mic: background? J>lease.,check l!licmelU)'-of~· 
follOwiDgboxes: · · 
a Aboriginal (iµcludes Inuit.· Mem·peopieJ;,of C~~ First Nations - North Amel:ican;iJMl;nJ) 
a ~b(mclUdeS·~~u"byan) .. -
a w~~.fmCfudesAfghan, ~;11ul hanian) 
C · BlaclfijncllJaes'Afti~·~igerian; Somah} 
a Chinese 
C Filipino 
0 Iapanese 
a Korem 
a iatin:American {incllldes'Ghilean. co.m Rican, Mencao) 
D Sotith &iali:fmcludes Bangladeslll7Punjab~ .Sri Lankan)' 
D South Easf ASWlfmcllldes V-Jetilamese;·Cambodian,Malq.llan, Laotian) 
a · White (C;fuc8sian) 
a Other ciipeafj·· ·· 
C Mitltip~.·~t~altiackgrounds (spedfy" --------
0 Family (spouse. children, etc.) 
a Alone 
a Otba:Cspecify: _______________ _ 
5. Do you~ with someone who requires caregivfug (e.g .. ill spouse. grandclrildren)'! 
D Yes 
0 No· 
6. Which option best matthes }'OUI" wm:k statm'! 
a EmployedFull..:time(1batis 35-or more homs per week) 
a EmployedPart~ '1hatislessthan35hours.perweek) 
a Self-empk.>yed (pFimaiy OCCUP,1tion} 
a Unemployed, but looking for worlr 
a Student . 
a· Retired 
a Not in the paid worlcf.oree (hmnemak~ unemployed, not looking for wo!'k) 
VR.CommPt Stn"l!f 
Version 4, October 11 2011 
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1. What is your marital status: 
a Single 
a Mmied or equM.lent fLe.. common-law, same~) 
a Separated or equivalent 
D.Wicbved 
8. What is fbe~ leVel of education you haw completed? 
a l.ess 1han high sc;hool ·~ certificates,.diplomas or degRes) 
a Higlucho,olglllduati~ ;c:er:tifieate 
a 'trades Certifiare· 
ci epli~,c:;eitifi-~te or cfH>lmna:'a:cei#ficate-~~a community coll~ 1CE6~7~l 
of~~ro,~ o0pege9Y:pri\~re c:cjlle,ge 
a llr~~-~.rertait&te'~~itbe•bachelofsJev¢t ~chel<sr~s degree.\~~1-above 
1heibachel0r~.Jnasterj.s.Clegtl!e, e&med·dodoirate:ora~prt>fessional~Ciegree•in 
medicine, dentistry, veta:UwimediCine or optometry 
9. Please circle one~ in each.row below. 
10.·<hv tht.past'~·lfttks;;how often have you been 
bothered by any of•the•fODcming-,problelllS? 
·a. Little interest or,p~ indOmg things 
b. Feeling, dowii, depressed or hopeless 
VRCG111111Pt$mwy 
Vl!l:5ilm 4, Oc1Dber 112011 
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Not At Se\reral 
All Days 
0 1 
0 
More; ~~)~' 
Than, '•E\'El;f 
Halfth:e ~ 
Days: 
2 3 
2 3 
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1 L Social Economic Status 
Think of the ladderbelowas representing where people stand in Canada. 
At the top :of theJaddeure ,tJie:people who, are the ben:oft' ~1hose W~!lmve the:DJOSttmo~;;~*most 
edu~on, and themost~jpbs. Anhe-b&ttom ~·tbe:peop~ Who:are~r\v.oist·C)ff ;:wfi'4cJia\re 
the least money.1east edDcation; and the least ~'jobs or.~ job. 'l.ihe:higher,gpj~w·z~~Qrittlijs 
ladder, t4edoser yourare:·h,).the.~le at the wiy :top; the Iowa: you are, the·clOsef 1"PU1areX01~ 
people at tbe·vety bottnµL ' 
Wiiert wollld youplKe yoarself on dds:ladder? 
Please 0platn·Jarge·T.ontbenmgwbereyoutbinkyoustand:atthistimeinyoudife2 relati\'eto 
other people m Gmada. 
VRCammPtSmvey 
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SEC1UlNB: .WOUT YOUR HEALTH 
1. 
2. 
Wbatis your cmrent beight? __ feet and __ im:heur <---~ 
What is your cmrentweigbt? ___ pounds or { ___ kgs) 
3. Please descnl>e yom smoking statm: 
[JI ba\le never smoked (nohistmy of any fumi of tobacco) 
[JI cummly •e (rise Of;any'fQnn.of;tobac:oo in thdastmonthJ 
~ How many·tj.garetteSper day0n ayaage?. . ci~pe.day 
• Forhow·manr~bavey.mumoked?. years· · 
[J Foimfr1smoker {use of fobaeco more than one moidh •go) 
• Whendidytmquit?Month_· -·-.... ~---
• How many,ciga:rettes per day did )VO. smoke on avenge? __ _ 
cigarettes:per day 
• ]'orh<Jwmmy yeaI'Sidid you smoke? yem 
4. Do you have a hiStory ofeE!Yvascular diSease inJDllrmnily (i.e., direct bloodrebimres.-JDa]e 
diagnosed before 55]'em old or female:diagnosedbefore. 65 years old}fl 
a Yes 
a No 
5. Do you bln.'e high cholesterol, or take cholesterol-lowallig medication? 
a Yes 
a No 
6. Do you bln.1! highbloodpressure,ortake blood pressure medication? 
[J Yes 
[J No 
7. Did yon emcise to the point of getting short of br91h on a regular basis (as~anadult)·~ to 
your vascular event? 
[J Yes 
a No 
8. Di<la doctor tell you that you were diagnosed with heart disease or stroke before this 
hospitalization? 
[J Yes, please specify: ___________ _ 
[J No 
If yes, approximately when were you diagnosed? ____ I.__ _ 
VRC.o.mm Pt Survey 
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SECTION C: USUAL ACTIVITIES 
lnstredions: The following questions have to do with your ament activify status. 
Please cllcle@ or @ iniesponseto each queRian. 
; l. ; Can you tllecare of~tbat.~ eating. ·dRssing, bathing orming the 
, . toilet? . tYes L __ t . ,, 
1 2 1 Can you walk indoois. such as around your houSe? 1 Yes 
'-·-·-·· . . . . · .... I 3:_ I Cm yua w.ik a bloil arlw!> oolewl ground'! -'~es -
14. Can y0n climb a fligiit of staiis or walk up I hill? I Yes 
r ~- ~-~--~ ····-- -~----~-----·---------·· ----------------
1 j: I em-~~.~ distance? __ . __ (Yes 
1 6. 1 Can y0n do light wmk mRmd 1he house like dusting or washing dis.bes? 1Yes 
l :-J;;;~~~dEhm<ehbvaananmr-~ H JYes 
I 8. I Can you do heavy wmk a.round the house like scrubbing flC>QIF., or liftiog or 
L __ J_moving~~? .. lyes I 
19·_1 =dpJUdwml~~a~_wHngor~apower 
'Yes 
1 10. 1 Can you have sexual relations? 1YeS 
!_._. ___ , -- ··----··--·-- - J 
I 11. I Qm you participate inJDOdera1e recreational activities Jike gol( bowling. 
I I ~doubles~ or~a baseball or football? 
I 
I Yes 
1, ·- .....---------- ----------
112 I Ca you participate in stremiom sports like swimming, singles tennis. 
I I football, basketball or skii:og'l lyes I 
tNo 
t 
1 No 
I 
1 No~; 
t 
1No 
iNo 
l - I 
1No I 
IN• 
I No I 
I I 
IN• I 
1 No 
I ; 
1
No 
I No 
I 
Participant# __ 
VRC.mm:n Pt Survey 
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Health Problem 
a. Joint repair or replacement (such as hips. knees} 
b. Arthritis 
c. OsteoporoSis 
'd. Prior ,transplantJfor~ heart,~ kidnei) 
e. Chronic'Obstrucfive·hJmonary Disease·(COPD) 
f. Diabetes 
T:ype .lor 2?: 
g. ClironkRenal Failure (liver), dialysis 
h. ·Peripheral uterW disuse (for:example clmdication, 
~ortic aneur}'sm, ampmation) 
i. Cancer (such as.~ lung; ·ceniix; st~ l:olon, 
kidney; .. bone, ~or ~d, lymphoma. leukemia, 
others) 
j. Other bea:lth problems, please specify: 
VRC.o.mm Pt Survey 
Version 4, OctDber 112011 
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Have it? 
YES 0 
NO 0 
YES ,D 
NO D 
YES D 
NO 0 
YES 0 
NO 0 
YES 0 
NO 0 
YES D 
NO 0 
YES D 
NO D 
YES D 
NO o. 
YES o: 
NO D 
YES 0' 
NO 0 
Participat# 
SECTION E: YOUR HEALTH C.mE EXPERJiENCE 
1. Managing a chronic illi1esircaqt.be chall~ng. Fell:: each it~ select 1fie ·number ~l\>eSt ~~tes your 
aperiaice dming your rec:ent audiotapecUnterac1ion wi1h a healthcare pro\rider orpeer·i10lU:ilteer: · 
Notatall A moderate A great 
amoUnt deal 
To what extent 1 2 3 4 s 
a Diay0urhealtbcire,provider involve you D1 02 03 
as an~ecpil patmer:i!Hniling'decisions.•bout 
illness:managemeot strategres and:'goaIS? 
b.Did~health·careprovider 01 02 03 
listen·carefuby:to·what you had 
to say about yom·illness'! 
c.Did}'OUI·bmlthcare 01 02 03 
providet em:oura.ge•youfo goto 
a-specific ~·OI class· lo ~:you manag~ ~,healili·cOndiiimi? 
cl Di'1'}1>in--·~provjder.mm'ef 01 D.2 03 
tbat~b~hyoo: doto·;take care-ofyOurself, 
~ yoof'bealtli:coildition?. 
04· Os 
04 Os 
04 Os 
04 Os 
2~ .~·again abOottbe.recem intaaction you had with aheal~provider which W&s xeco~fq£.tbe 
stlldy. on the SCa1e below from t-5 (1 ~being poonnd s being excelleDt), me yam·perceptjoniof:tbe•ffetient-
centaecfness-of the interaction by ciitling one llllmber: 
Poor F.xCellmt 
I I 
J 2 3 4 
5 
3. Was anyone else in yomroom when )'OUI interaction with a healthcare provider Of pee11 vcbmteer~was 
audio recorded? 
0 No 
a yes -if yes, who (please check all that appl}~? 
0 Sponst>lpartner 
a Child 
a Other f.mllly member 
a Friend 
a Other (please Specif}· who: ________ __ 
VRCo.mm Pt Survey 
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SECTIONF~ VASCULA1RREHABILITATION 
Carllionscula:r'.rebabilitation is an outpatient program ofstmctured exercise and e<ti,Jcatiµn;tp 
maximizeyounecovay:Far eDIDple.:you migbt;go· to a hospitalpmgram to emcise l~2l1fimes per 
week for 4 months or so. · 
fllPmjogs Emrfiepsr WjJh QtrdWmrphr Rgabjlitpjpu 
(a) Before 1this bospitWzap.on, had you eyer~·Cantiovascular ~biji~tion!!: 
a Yes 
a No (Sk)p,to next section) 
(b) IF~: Beforethis'lmpitdlizxtion, bad you.ever been W~ to·a Caidiovasailar mmbpibtion 
program? 
a Yes 
a No:(skip'to next ~on) 
a I d6 not rellEnber 
(c) 1!F YES: Have yomew,r-eni'ODed· in a ~ovasailar Rehabilitation program (ie. attem1e4<ln 
intlke'onentation session)? · 
a Yes 
a No:(skipto next section) 
(d) IF YES: Have you ever participated ma cardim'ISC:Ular rehabilitation program? 
a Yes 
a No 
0 Not applicable. I was ne\'er refared to a prqgram 
(e) l!FYES: What year did you participate in cardiova.scular.reliabilitation: -----
VRC.omm Pt Sun-ey 
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an CurnntEmerience W"rth Cantiovasnibr Rehabilitatimit 
(a) Today.I would -rate my knowledgend aw~ of Cudio\rascular Rehabilitation as: 
Ver,- Somewhat Cood Somewhat ,,.81 
Limited Limited wo~.or lidormed 
kncmiedgea 
bl@ 
a a a a a 
{b) During tbis·cmieDt hospital stay or clinic. \iisit, did myone discuss CardiovaSrulat ~liil$tfon with you'!. . ' . ' . ' ' . . ' . . , ' 
D Yes 
C· No (skip to the lasf question) 
D I do not Moember{mp to the last question) 
{c~ lFYES: \Viho discmsedi.Canliova~ ~bilitation wilh you duriilg your receiitencotint~ 
wi1h heaJthCare? Pleaie ·;t all that ·apply: 
a My:cardiovascolar~ cardiologist or other medical specialist. 
a Nmse:Piactitioner 
a N\tISe 
a Dietitian 
a PhysiOtherapist 
a~ 
0 PeerV~ 
0 Other: 
-------
(d) IF YES: How strongly did yourJ:iealth care provider endmse Cardiovascular:Rehabilitation 
(Check one:bcm below)? 
Not at :all Sommhat Neutr21 
strongly .strongly 
a o 0 a 
(e) IF YES, is a healllu:areproviderrefening you to cardiovascular rehab? 
D Yes 
CNo 
VRComm Pt Smvey 
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(i) IF YES. was,fbe discussion about cardiovascnlar rehabilitation audiobped? 
0 Yes 
0 No 
(g) AfterJ'OU are discharged ftmn tbe:hospi1al. do }W intend to enroll in a Cudiomculad~~lmmtion 
progmn? Pleas~nateyour degree of intention• to go to,canticn,'ISCUlat rehab on1tlie 5 }lomt~Jfeibw 
(cirde one:~'between 1 alld 5) 
No-intention to 
aimllinCR. I , 
VR.Comm Pt Sun-ey 
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Full mtemi:~ ·lo 
eomll·. 
I 
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Thank you f~ ~,.the~ to_c~eteftris SDn'eJ~ ~our assistance in ~cting,ttJis1illl,o~~~l\\~ 
much,appnriated.1ftb.ereisanythingel$eyou\\DU!dliketotcllus;abDUt1this•~.or<lbotit·yOUF.:~ 
wi1h cardiovascular-~ andlorreco\recy,,pJease.Clo0so·in the ~ .. :provided below: 
Please return. )10Ul" completed qµe.stimmaire in the envelope provided to the study coordiDatorpersonaJ4•, 
OR mail it in the stamped enyelope to: 
VRCommPtSmvey 
Vmiml4, OclDber 112011 
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Vascular Patient-Provider Interaction Study COOidinator 
EN7-233 
Toronto Geneml Hospital 
200 Efuabeth Street 
Toronto.ON 
M5G2C4 
Puticipmtt# __ 
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Appendix F: Tool: CR Program Pamphlet 
Interpretation Services 
If ym'.feel mme comfrirtable·ronmmiciting 
ma Jaogm.ge olhe: fhanF.ngllsh we an 
mange form intapreter tD help·us 
COillillU!licate better. 
Resources 
You can find our ~ation Binder at 
\m1uhn.on.ca 
Go to Clinia & Smias 
l 
Toronto WestemHospital 
(see link m text) 
l 
Cardiac care and Heart Health 
l 
Binde.r name is 
'°Fake Your Health to He.art" 
(also available mPortngnese) 
Tommo Westem Hospital 
Clardiac·Gare and Hearl Health 
PMCC Cudiovascu1ar Rthabilitation 
aDd·Prevention 
399 Balhmst St 
7thFell-Room.108 
Soulh·Elevatms 
Phone: (41.6).603-5200 
Fu: (416) 603-5373 
About The Peter Munk cardiac Centre'. 
'Fat nm iilmiti:vJ abollt'lsf n cia&ID1 
~ ar/mSal)'of:Efm.\~iioonml 
mi ruAx:atDJ·nJ how to be~ pli:arie 
-~Ci 
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OutPtogr.-
• A patient and family t• cardiac 
outpatient clinic 
• Home tmed exercise program offered 
• t\\l fee.ii chargOO 
• We will teach you and your family about 
y()Ul' heart~ and help )'OU to; 
> live ahr.althy lif'e 
> quitsmoking 
> exercise regularly 
> ~hatlthy 
> manages•inyourlife 
Who can benefit flOm the program? 
OJr program will help all patients with 
heart ~tiont 
The bealb (t.am in the clink \\ill 
work with your doctor to help manage 
your heart c:ondition. 
What doe9 the Prog!lm involve? 
Ftrst Visit (Edndon Cllis) 
Your fi1' visit i$ for an F.duation Class 
\\ilere you will learn tmre about.your 
heart a>ndition. 
You may be triaged inti) our supervised 
or home exercise program. 
Sftond '°'It ~nttke ~nt) 
• You win be seen individually. 
• You will be 3*ed to ck> an exercise 
treadmill tcstat this vish to help us 
prescribe a safe level of exercise for you. 
Supervkefl CmliH Rdlalilltatlon 
E1mktClwes 
• The program consiSts of a total of 
32 exercise S$sions about 90 minutes 
in duration eldl ~siQn. 
• Classes are olfered in the morning 
and afternoon. 
Graduation 
Attheendoftheprogramyou \\ill have 
another •ill te~ to rev~w yQur 
progress and you will l\'£eive a certifi<:Me 
ofcomple~ 
lf there is another cardiac rehabilitation 
prop you woukl prefer to attendi pm 
let the staff know. 
Our Healthcare Team 
~~•will w(l'kwith you to~ 
make sure your heart works the best h can. 
• clinical dietitian 
• regi~ere4 nurse 
• kinesiologist 
• exercise physiologist 
• YouwillneedtoattendatleMi2exerci8e • phannocisi 
ct~sesa week. 
OR 
Home Elmlst· 
• You wilt be seen individuruly then 
follow an exerc~ program al home 
with regular telephone follow up, 
• You will be !l.Sked to attend one 
education cQ (2 hours in duration) 
once a month fQr f\)Uf tnQntbs; 
• doctor 
Our he.althcare team wilt also work 
very closely with other care providers 
to manage your dlabete.\ and he~ you 
quit smoking. 
"The journey of a tbo1StDd milts 
begins with a slngle step" 
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Components of the Cardiovascular 
Rehabilitation Services 
As pit of the 91 morrth tratment~an, patiMtm 
muragro to~ in the fr&wing: 
Onoomoon >essioos 
An intrrmlion to th@smm p!U\1ded 17/ an 
Exercise lherajlst, Registered Nwse and Dietitian. 
'1trodoctD!y/Ult~ 
Introductory and e1.it ~are mnducted to 
evaluate risk fadtn and create a ~onal care Pan 
to am ii ~2Sl)ie tmMur diangl!S. 
Emmi l.ed!Jes 
~em off@ro oo tqic5 gim as mss 
mana!1!flll1Jt, rebxatim r.id heart ~111rt eating.A 
cllician a1 the centerwfl assist you in~ the 
~that Ml~ mostvalua!b for Y1Xf ~ 
For More lnfom1ation 
tlyou have any quemm@out the 5£4\'ices offeflld 
lluoo~ the Y!xk Centri ~I Caniovascular 
l!Mahlltatim m or wander n tlis selVice may be 
apprll!J(iate for )'Ill (I those anmd JOO, fe@! ~to 
rorrtad us ~.tindayto Hill{ at 905-832-8070 ext. 
lli2 or !rt em.t cardiaaeha~rkmnral.on.c:a 
~ ~ irvim )'1U to bmMe through the 
Cardimascu!ar Rehalitltation SM'ice area oo the York 
Cmtral h~ Yim atwww.yortmitratoo.c:a 
How to Find the Health and 
Wellness Centre 
YoikCentri ~·s Health and Wm Centre, 
inchtmg Cid"MJVaSCU'3r Rehabitafui aid Omiic 
Disease Management Servm are available at the 
Upper ThomhiD cmni m: 
955 L~ Ltilcbnzi2 Olive 
vau~an, oo, L6A 4P9 
91J5.3l2.ao70 ext. 2ll2 
El;llilllW ~ M;l 
tJ N 
•I -~~·1 
.:: I I 
amt H· I ~ ~ I I I I 1 j I i I I 
""] I 
8'y G I 
I 
York Cl!fltral Hospital 
10 Tremh Str~ mdiroord Hi~ 
Ont.Ji! Canada L 4( 4ZJ 
t9:l5-883-1212 
f9:l5-883·2455 
www.yorkcentral.on.ca 
liil·l!J111.ll 
I 
I 
I 
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Creating Overall Cardiovascular Stress Testing Who can benefit from this Service? 
Wellness and Chronic Disease ~supervise~~ exercise l2sts are protUd Cfientswi~~f-~: 
Management at~irtmlsm~illhe fX!'JraID. • ~00 canfmasaH d"fiea51! OOOOing 
York c~ ~rs Caniavascular Rehabiitatioo those V.00 ~ hOO a heart attack, a!YJ~, 
Sst'ice pranim Mall Cid~larweftness in Health Benefits ~~ va~~ts11repait 
pmrts with documentedrardiiwascula ~~as lhe ijl!MDJ ~ tlahh lll!n26ts lhat •may Tit\ lfJji Fllldimilg Sirth 
well as llm! at ffikfur~ carmcu!ar ~masami!ltofparticipatinginourseriices; •• 
mtat£d anitioos. 011 mandate is ID Bllpo\\W 
• knp~illcanbasa.hm • Coogestive heaifam 
-with bovl. RecmlJYID ma~ lhe 
• Weighilms • Those who have had a let ~t 11 are app~ dc<ironsin aealiDJ a healthii!I fif• 
• o.e mmd fmg iiwf!I ~ amn~ awiting a~ 1lm sna! is. at YOik Central H~ilal's 
~ Wl Centre Sile located at 955 Mapr I knpM resting ltiod presm IM!s crim \WI! tm ~ nst fucim IMf ~oofit 
Macbnzie Oriw West • ~rMd blood sugar mntrrA fmmoursmm~b: 
• mprtmd ch~estrroi I Wilh IVgh cOOI~ 
Exerdse Sessions 
• bnp111~ tligt,mi2 lewls I Wilh ligh bloo:l !JessiR Qx:e your peisoni!Zed exercise im;iram has 00en •"1k'>m~ 
cooiplet@d, ~!Its can atttnl bs@ rupmted How to get involved in the ·¥.1xl~k2 semis m per ~k ~ 1 tn 1.s 1ms in Wigdi. 
~area~ duriig the day am ill the Cardiovascular Rehabilitation Servic1a I Wilh liabetes 
Mlin~ ~ indude multi-stage vnxtauls, lhllie m• in rmng mat YOik centil I Wllh incrmd sfr~ lew~ rl!d U ~~ 
stretd1ing and s1reng1hen8j ~ aerobic HasJXtal's Card"K1Va5Clllar RMabiitatioo Sc4via! must 
daSS2S and a2nnc cirrua trainilg using tmadml~ have lhe folktMng: The Team Approach 
walbig. cytiig and rwtilg. Blood pressin and 
• A refunal fran a fani~ ptr;sidil, canlidtXJist, CardiowsculM Wsm are offemd ~a 
hm rates ill! mooitoroo throojiout die dass. iltmlN or mlogQ h~un tm vAlXh idJ~es IM ~1!1ftlg: 
F£tm wfth ~Viii mm lhei bbOO 5IJJI 
• bit chol2St!d msmis • CardiOOJ5t 
levels beiare i"d after mrose class. 
• A oont (wil!OO 6 months) sir~ test • ~~p~intemists,~ 
Nutrition and Medication Counseling Prrqam staff can m )00 in arrangiDJ a ml ·~Mm 
lldvimal and group~~ semis~ andkrtm • k1nesX!bg~ 
~ihlle to proviOO guidanm alKl suppat in maIDj •Ewcise~~ 
lhe nemMf ~ changestoenhm yoor I ~kitlmpists 
rehabiitation pogran. 
• Registelgj IMtitians 
• Pharmacim 
•SOO~WDW 
Appendix G: Tool: Patient Motivational Letters (Cardiac and Stroke) 
Cardiovascular Rehabilifation and Prevention Program. Peter Munk Cardiac. Centre, Uni\lemity 
Health Netwmk 
i8 Floor FeW&st. RoOm f08; Toronto Westexn Hospital 
399 Bat:bunt Street Tom¢o. ON MST 2S8 
Telephone: (41'6} 603-5200 
Dear P:atimt: 
Like qther.patiems ~ bave been hospitalizeci"fm a~ problem. you wl!n soon be o~~a ptaee 
in oiir;QitdiOvuCular Rehabilitation.and Prevention Progmn,(please see.the attached:~for; 
more,detlils).Meaical:arubnm,ing assooiations.~·tbat;peoplc wtio have beeW~~ 
for .a;beazt .. p:rOOJem. suclus yams sbould'attend a'Canliac'reba.b:ilitation program. · · 
When your·~ :prQ\jder sends arefenalJo ~ ~t the cardiac rehabilitation prognm, we will~·· 
.1. give }'ouia:caUiifbOine to answer any questions]•~ may haii-e 
. 2.. arnmge actime{or your;fust Vi#t . 
3. provide·irifmmation aboiJt where-we ·are located 
4. reteryou to services cl~, to :your home for those who live outside Toronto 
W~ will offendvice;and jnfimnatimut the Education Qass about how You can recover. It will be 
up·toyou.tofollow~~Dim.end1tti~~~~··shawn·tbat•'tbe:Iilo!ee11'ort·youtcanput. 
in, the more ~.}wwimiee reswt:S·because:tbosnvho attmi cardiac .rehabilitatiOn ·prtjgrams 
are·able to recover ~.;aiwU1~~tter than,tbose~w~ do ngt Also, :resecu:chihas shown tb.atyou can 
lower your climce of d:ying'fionimotbert~1pfoblem if you attend a program. 
We'ueaware;thatSoine;peopleihave doubts·or:concems about attending; Please~ ~that 
your .fust ~ ~ ad:ducation:Class:which helps youbetter·uodmmncitabout y.our)leut 
problems. WewiU~.this fimeW;ith:ypu tom."iew·:your·Cmi"eot1lealth, and:tbe problems-y00m3y 
have:attendfug the follOWiug .~ classes. 
Our:aim through the.cardiac rebabilita1ion program is to help you.: 
• iioprm.~ yom. future health 
• prevent further heart problems 
• reduce your symptoms 
We will be .sµre to inf mm your other healthcare providers that you cmie for an Education .Clasund 
to Shaie}"Omremlts with 1hem. If you have any questions about.cardiac rehabilitation, you;c:an ask 
your healthcare .provjders. ,or }"OU can call us at the number 
at the t6pcof' the page. 
ufrth best wlsb.es ror vour recovay. 
~/ ~a~~ 
Dr. Caroline Chessex, ¥D 
Clinical Director. Cardiovascular Rehabilitation & Prevention Progmn 
Peter Munk Cardiac Centre, Toronto Westem Hospital. University Health Netwmk 
~· Mnnk C..A3.l'diX C'£ntre:, 
1"11Jllu'ftll:llillrn·~I 
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Vi'1rll'XC""•t:Y~-IH;.,f..pli';."rl 
1'l" -.. ~ ..... h ~It i:d 
"t:~•·1.,.•;.r~1.1 ~m •. :}f"i 
C..l'.25'~<!::J 
Ptir.•'-« :1rm :;A~,: ~P­
•~.,.. ~i.::~ ~u .!-1!»!1 
~l\'il\.•k'-~~·,!!'lt.1tl,i,~ 
York Central Hospital Vascular Rehabilitation ·Program 
Upper Jhomtull Centre 
95S Major Mackenzie Drive, Vaughan, Ontario, LGA 4P9 
Tel: (905) 832-8070 ex:L2232 
cardiac;rehal:>@y0!1u:entral.on.ca 
Dear Patient: 
Like other'patienls who'.have been f:lospitalized fora minor stroke, Y9lJ ~I soon ·pe offered: a 
place in 6ur ~rRehabilita~on and •Prevention Program (please see•the;attachedl 
pamphlet for more·debuis}. 
Wherryour healthcare proVider'8ellds a.refemirto us atthe cardiiovasc:Uar rehabiitaition 
progrBm; Wewil: 
1. give.y00 a call at home to answer any questions you may have 
2 arrange ·a time· f<lr·your first visit 
3. provic:tErinfoonation~about -where we are located 
We will offer advice. and :intor,mation at.the Edu~ Class abotlt how you.can ~: lt~wil·1~· 
up to you tofollow·.lhese recxmmendatiorls.J:xperieru:e has,shown ~t the•more efl'art yol!lical)l 
put in, thfM:nore·quid(ly·,you .Will see; results because those v.tM>,1rttei)d camiOvll~r: 
rehabiitatiompmgram's:are able to recovenooner andibetter\tNtn·those who dO not 
We .are .aware.that.~11JE!Ople h8\le ~ orooncems about attendng. Please rest,a~~· 
that·~ first ~rttJnen}:jS ·ao'~-Class-which 'helps!you better und~tar1dtebOOt'4YDQf: 
health'~rns. We WiU'use thiS •t&pe wittl )'OlJ;fu review your curreot health, ·ahCi ttie~prritJI~;' 
you may hayeatteslding>the·f011owiryg,exercilse classes. 
Our ain through :the cai'diovaScular rehabirltation progam is 1D help you: 
• ·improve.your 'future health 
• prevent~ health problems 
• reduce your symptoms 
We will be sure to inform ytU other healthcare providera thatyoo came fi>r an EduCation Cass 
and ID share your resUts with tt)em. If you ha\ie any questions about ~'.tfasCUlar: 
rehabilitation, you can ask ytU healthcare providers. or you can cal us at the number at.the ;top 
of'lhepage. 
Witfl·best wishes for your recovery. 
G/fl~0-
TIZiana .Rivera, RN MSc GNC(C) 
Chief Practice Officer 
Professional Practice 
VRComm' -SPC Motivational letter 
Vl;Jdy 12, 2011 
Pagel oft 
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Appendix H: Tool: Telephone Script 
Hello. Is (Patient's Full Name) there? 
Mac.J~.e·)j;~\i1e· 
H@ald1 
Ifyes. My name is (Peer Mentor~s'.Name) andlam:phoning fu.>m the ~N~·am.l 
Location}. We.m::eived~·reftlml to ourprogmm from ~.Individual'sN~ Here). 
Do you remember being ref'en-ed.to our pmgiain? 
Okay, well our progrun_ishae to·,~rt-yooinimprm.'ingwun~~ \\l~rofl'er 
edlication on your ex>nditimund m:edications,Jliet an4'~· Y ou'will ~\ie'~ cli!mce:!to 
meet other p:lfientS'who'bave gone tbrougb:the·same ~ :as you when_~'OU.c:oriie·mfor 
oiir sesSions in. the gym. · 
Patients wbo«:ome to reh3bprograms. iricluding our .. program, really.appreciate ha~• 
qUestions &DSwered,Jeelingmore energy and<confidence. Pa#eots·who comehav~ 1~·~1 
of:going ba& to 1he:hospitill for. repeat health problems too. That is why you were re:feJ:md~to;m~ 
Do you have my questfons? 
lfptitients rriise·triDJsJiorlaiio11 ·bamBT:£:taJ1::·about public~ Mobility, CJJATs·etc 
Q'pents·nma othu·bamm:r::.pmblem solve.and consider way to ~:jhem(as 
mw:h~ possil>le,6.e.,your li@lth is very .impprtmt, ·and~~ ddCtor refme4:you 
becaUse it will\~:'y~t~)-
Ifptilfents rajse memcizl;iisueS: tell patient your qualificatiom:andthat ·they w9llld~need 
to see their doctor to get 1hose questians·answer as you cannot provide mediqll atlvice~ 
lbelieve ef ame of Administrative Assistant) the·appointment secretuy was go~g toicall you:1to1 
schedule you in fur an edocation/ orientation class and an in:take: appointment. Have you got 
your appointment booked? 
lfno: Okay v.·ell I will get in touch with (Name of AdministratiYe Assistant) to make sure he/she 
give; you a call in the next day or so . 
.lf yes: Wonderfu1 I am sure yon will find it really helpful Y ounre welcome to lning aloog a 
familyme:mber ifithere ·is .someOJ1e who would wmit to came along. 
Do )'OU know how·to get to V? If no: We are located at (Location and Time ofVmt)tOkay-
bef'ore you go let me just tell you a bit about :what'to expect at your initial "'isit You can meet 
somememben of our team to ta]k·,aboutyou:r health one-<m--One. 
We are looking forward to seeing you on (Day). I Will.give yon my name and numbef~in case 
you need to call back: with atty questions. Do }'OU have a pen and paper handyg My name Is 1~ 
Mentor's Name and COntactNumber). 
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Appendix I: Tool: Patient Discharge Contract 
~~) 
~ 
.Peter :Munk Ca.txli.ac Cent.t·E: 
PA 'FIENT PRE.;l)ISC~UGE COtffRACT: CARJ)tAC REl:IABILl1=4liliiON, 
Medical•guidelinea 1-econwneiJd thcit,peq:1e who,h~ been ho:rP;talizerHor-'a If-' ptDb(em ¥·a'a'iounfishould 
atlef!d CanJiac ~'tiOn. Nieriding .dhelp ·enaLft!,tfJe best. posailie ~lQr'yau_ 
1. I undastand that it is importanf to attaid,d~antiac, ~bilitatiOIJI prognm. By atteodinglthis,program, I 
can: 
• Get answemto questions that~ and my family have'aboUt mym:oveiy ~ ~ 
• ·Reduce·my~ 
• -~'JDY~I~Viliility· 
• fuvent ~heart problems 
a Yes. I understand the benefits ofa Cardiac.Rehabilitation program 
2. My )lealthcare,providfr.bas Ieviewed what·carctiacrehabilitation program offer, and what:the .bmefits 
are for me: ' 
0 Ye.s 
3. Jl..ly healthcare-provider discussed my concems l may ha\ie about attending cardiac ~bifilation: 
0 Yes 
4. Jl..lyJrealthcare providerbas,refened•me to a Cantiac Rehabilitation program: 
a Yes :o No:Cwhynot? .,.-----------=-...----....,-----....,, 
5. lknoWthattbe cardiac·~}m>gnmhas m.educatianciass every~ froin9·u.nfil·J:at·~ 
Toronto WeSteoi Hospital,j$1t eievatms. 81!i'floor;Rooin 481 Where I can learn abouiJiow'to;@f')age 
mylleart problem.. The specialisHe.am willbe~on hand to give me advice and info~an1to~::me 
make iiifumied cboiCes.about my rehabilitation: 
0 Yes . 
6, lfl don't live close to the cardiacrehabilitationprogramhere, I know I.ucy at the: cardiac rehabp!ogram 
willbe c~me torefer:me to aprogram closer to my homet.in the DfXiweek. . 
7. lfidori.'t·bel!rfrombitjrµ,.bOotme-mwilhin:tbenm~daysoriflhaveaµyquestiOJis.·lwill'ndt 
hesitate tocill her at(4t6) 60~~200: 
. 0 Yes 
I~~ 
HeaJtlJ<ate Provideir Signature I Dare Date 
For more information on Cardiac Rshabilitatiort, plaasa vim: 
htte:hwww.nbn.nih.gov!met!lmeplurlbitorialsltlrrtliaaehabilitatiiinlhtmliMaJhlm 
For information 011 .fhe UHNCar.rliovast:ularJwhabilitation & l'r.rwtlntion Prrigmm, jfle.ase 1'1sit: 
htte:llwww:uhn.ca!FOtm.S a( Care/Munk Cmrliaddi1.ric.sl.cardiac care.asp 
Fat information .on the othur cardiac mhabprogro.ms, plsare visit: 
http:llwww.cacr.calmformation fbr uubliddirocJcl'l'·w.ifm 
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Appendix J: Healthcare Provider Self-report Survey 
Vascular Patient-
Provider Interaction 
Study 
Instructions for completing the survey questions appear at the begi:nning 
of each section_ 
Please seal your completed questionnaire i'l the envelope provided, 
and return it to the study coordinator. 
'\l'JlCclmm Pmrider Sun.1!f 
V2; July 6, 2011 
Page 1 ofl 
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1. What is your profession? 
[J Physician-specify specialty: ______ _ 
[J Nurse-practitioner 
[J Nurse 
[J Allied health professional, please specify:---------
[] Peer mentor []Other. ________ _ 
2. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
[J Medical Degree 
[J Graduate Degree 
[J Undergraduate degree 
[J College Diploma 
[J Other. ________ _ 
3. What year did you obtain your highest academic qu:alitkation? _____ _ 
4. What is your sa.? Please circle: Mala Fmnal.e 
5. What is the average number of patients you see daily? __ _ 
6. Please indicate your level of awareness of cardiovasrolar rehabilitation (circle one wont): 
YeryGood Good Samfactory Poor 
7. What percentage of your eligil>le patients do you refer (MDs I NPs) ta~ or recommend (alliBd ltealJh) 
cardiovascular rehab? 
_____ % 
8. Please rate }'OUf perceptions of the quality of the interaction with the cardiovascular patient during yoor 
recent .audiotaped interaction (circle one word): 
YeryGood Good Samfactory Poor 
9. Will 1he patient with whom you interacted be refmed to cardiovasco1ar rehabilitation? 
OYes 
DNo, specify reason: ________________ _ 
0 I don't know 
PEER.MENTORS: STOP HERE 
VRComm Prorider Sanrey 
V2; July 6, 2011 
Page2of2 
PmiderIDi __ 
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Appendix K: CR Specific Coding Guide 
Pagelofl Patient ID: 
Prolider ID: 
Rttording ID: 
'IB.Comm. Study- Patim.t~Prcn:ider.udiorerontiog Sa~ Sheet 
Sc.ure thtl/olltAJ1i1w 6~ qf tJas patitmt-prrn;id!fJ'mt:m.ritm (a.r par tli• nwzyprotocOl)!l!Y 
cirding ib. option in btiUJ: 
(1) Was CR.lllellbaaed at any point clmmgthepatimt-pmder disc..-msion? 
\."ES NO 
(2). IF YES: Wholim .tilkeda'boat CR? 
Patient 
(3) Was the exc:bmge a 2-way dismssicm (i.e_. dliUxidi the p3timt and pmVider b.lk abotii~CJ:Q? 
\'ES. NO 
(4) IF NO: Who was the pa:scm who biked about CR? 
Family member 
(5) Was a refen:alto CR discussed? 
YES NO 
. (6) Did. the pm-ider·endmselencourage Patient participation in an 
\'ES NO 
(1) Were bmieis to CR meD1icmed? 
\"ES NO 
(8) IF YES:.wee sohdians ilisamed'? 
YES NO 
(9) IF YES: specify :what specific sohd:iD11S:wem discussed (i.e. gec>gnphi.c:;ally-com'Blient 
program locatiom, IJmgr.im·scliedules accDmllliiXbie evening Cbsses far patients·~ tlD 
walk~ o&rs hame-based sen-ices'h·pabSm with tr.mspottation baniersj programs 
tailor aeri:ise ~ns taking· iDto cc>Jisiller.d:iim patieJJt mt>bility problems, ett:)1 
SPECIFY-----------------------~ 
\'RComm Patient Pro\ider Scoring Sheet 
Sept142011 
Vl 
Date & lnitia.u of Scorer. Date & Initials of Coder: ____ _ 
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Appendix L: Survey Specific to Inpatient-Healthcare Provider Interactions 
Pro•iider ID PatientID -------
I. Pleasen.teyourperceptioos of the quality of the intaaction with the cardi8c patient daring your m:ent 
audiotaped interaction (circle one word): 
Ercellsnt 
2. W-ill 1he patient with whom you interacted be refemd to cmtiac 11:iliabililation? 
DYe.s 
DNo 
Didmi"tknow 
3. Please circle which cantiac :rehabilitation tool was used. if any: 
Poor 
Motivational lett~r and pamphlet Discharge Contract Telt"phon~ Script 
4. If you used a~ contact. did tbe patient sign it? 
YES NO 
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. 
Please retm:n your completed qnestionnaire in 1he envelope provided to the study coordinator OR: 
VRCommPlu\idB~Rmng 
V2; October 6 2011 
Page 1 afl 
EN7-233, Toronto General Hospital 
200ElizabethSt Toronto, ONM5G2C4 
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Appendix M: RIAS Coding Guide 
IUASCAT .• DOC/RIAS VARIABLES UHN STUDY 
ALL ·DOCTOR TALK (ALL· . PRIHllRY AND 2111> PROVIDER) (X} f PRIMARY DOCTOR T-Am: 
(Do) n.P" PROVIDER. TALK· {2} 
PERSX/D/2 
LAUGX/D/2 
APPX/D/2 
COHPX/D/Z 
DISX/D/2 
CRITx/Dl2 
EMPX/D/2 
LEGUX/D/2 
CONX/D/2 
ROX/>Df2 
PARTX/D/2 
SDISX/DIZ 
IMEilktD/2 
ITHERx.tD/.2 
ILSX/D/Z 
IPSX/D/2 
IOTHXiD/2 
AGREX/D/Z 
BCX/D/2 
CHECX/P/2 
l'.RMiX/D/2 
O:RIX/D/2 
CMEDX/D/2 
CTiiERX/D/2 
CLSX/D/2. 
CPSXJD/2 
COTHX/D/2 
OMEDX/D/Z 
OTHERX/D/2 
OLSX/D/2, 
OPSX/D/2 
OOrtfx/D/2 
ASKO.J:t/D/2 
ASKPX/D/2 
ASKRX/D/Z 
AsKUx/D/2. 
BIDX/D/2 
CHLMDX/D/2 
CNU.SX/D/2 
UNINTX/D/2 
personal remarks 
laug'hs~ te11s jokes 
app%'ova.l.-direct 
c::Olllpliment~qeneral 
di:sagreement. c·ri:ticism-direct 
· aisa.9,'reement·, c:·ri:tic:ism-qeneral 
empathy statemen-ts 
l.egitimation.sta'tements 
t:oncern.. vorry. 
. reasosu-re.s •. . optimi.sm 
paJ:t!n.e~sli•ip · stat~n'Cs 
self-d:i.scl.osure 
_gives .inf o:c:mat:ion ..:.medical. 
qi ws · iinfo.rinaition-therapeutic 
qi~es irtfo:c:mati:on-.ll.festy:le 
gi ve.s .inforlliation-:psy.chosocial 
gives 1.nfci~tio:ii~ther 
.shows agre£\11\en'C, underst:anding 
back~channe1s 
paraplfrase', checks for U."lderstai:i.ding 
tran·s i 'tions · 
gives ori:entation, instructi·ons 
c::·losed quest-ion-m'.edical 
cl.osed question-ther-apeutic 
c1osed ·que.sticn-1±,.fe.'sty1e 
ciosed que.!ition..,;psychosoc:ia1 
c1osed 'que.stion-Cther 
open 
open 
open 
open 
open 
question--medica.l. 
que.stion-therapeutic: 
question-lifesty1e 
que.stion-psytlosoci.al 
question-other 
asks for op.inion 
asks- for pennission 
asks for reassurance 
asks for unde:rstandinq 
bid for :repetition 
c::ounsels-medic:al./therapeutic:: 
c::ounse1s-lifestyle/psychosocia.l. 
uni.nte11iq;ip1e 
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ALL PATIENT mLK {Z) /PRnmRY PATIEltT I.ALK (P) /31ir. PARil TALK (;3) 
PERSZ/P/3 
LAUGZ/P/3 
AP-PZ/P/3 
COMPZ/P/3 
DI:SZ/P/3 
CRITZ/P/3 
EMPZ/P/3 
LEGITZ/P/3 
CONZ/P/3 
IWZ/P/3 
IMEDZ/P/3. 
ITBERZ/l>/ 3 
ILSZ/P/3 
IPSe/P/3 
~c;>THZ/P/.3 
AGREZ/P/3 
CHECZ/P/3 
TRANZ/P/3 
OlUZ/P/3 
QMEDZ/P/3· 
OTJHERZ/P/3 
OLSZ/P)3 
OPSZ/P/3 
QOTHZ/P/3 
ASKSZ/P/3. 
ASKRZ/P/3 
ASlitJZ/P/3 
BIDZ/Pi3 
UNINTZ/P/3 
personal. remarks 
1aughs~ te11s j·okes 
app:ro:v:al.-d.i.rect 
c0m.p1imen·t-genera1 
disagreement, c:ritic:ism:-direc:t 
disagreement, ~riti.cism-qeneral 
empathy statements 
1eqi timatiDJ:!. s·tat..eme:rits 
c:ori.c:ern, worry_ 
reassures, optimism 
give~ ±nfomation-medical. 
gives. -i.nf:onnatd:-on-the:ra-oeu.tic 
,gives . .Lifoz:l!iat3:oh-.,1:i:festyl:e· 
. gives info.rmation~syc:hos:oc:ial. 
_g:i~es_. informat.i.on-:-other 
shO.ws agreement, unde:rsta.nClinq 
parap~ase, checks for U."lderstandi;iq 
transitions , 
gi~.s orientat;.i.on, i.:pstru.c:-cions 
al.l ·questions-medical 
ai1 qiiestions-theraPeU:t.ic: 
ail questions-li£esty1e 
al:l .questi·ons-ps~osocia:1 
al:l questionS-oth~r 
asks for ~ervic:e 
asks .for reassurance 
asks forunderstahd.hlq 
bid £or repetiti.on 
uninte1liq~1e ut~rance 
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GLOBAL AFFECT RATINGS {LOW 1-.S HIGR.) 
AHGD 
.MOO) 
OOHo 
INTD 
~ 
ENGAGD 
SY.MD 
HURD 
RESP TD 
INTDID 
AHGP 
AHXP 
E>EPR.P 
tn:sTP 
OOMP 
INI'P 
immfi> 
EN~P 
SYMP 
RESPI'P 
IN'IERP 
ANGZ 
Mix2 
OOM2 
INT2 
WARM2 
ENGAG.2 
SYM2 
8UR2 
RESPI'2 
IHTER2 
PRoVIDER. 
anger/i=itati.on 
anxiety/nervousness 
dom:i:nance/as s.erti. veness 
interes.t/attentiveness 
f:riendl.ine.ss/wa:c:mth 
resp,onsiveness/en,gagement 
sym;pathetic:/empathetic 
hur•r ied/~us'hed 
re·spe.c:tful._ness 
interactivit<y 
anqe.r/i=i~~ti.on 
aruuety/nervou!iness 
depreiS·s.i:C>n/ sadness 
emo-ci:onar dist::ess/upse-c 
do;m1nance/ assert~:ve."less 
interes,t/attentiveness· 
f:r iendl.me.s s /warmth 
responscivene,ss/enqa~E!l!lent 
sympatheti:c:/·empa.thetic: 
respec:tf.ul.ness· 
interact.i:vity 
2= PROVIDER 
anger/i.r:ri:it·ation 
a.nx:i.e.ty /nervou~ness 
dOm:in.anc:e/assertiveness 
in·terei»e/at-centiveness 
f:r ie~dline·ss/wa:cmth 
resp0nsivenessfenga.gement 
sympatheti.·c:/empathetic 
h~riied/:rusheCI 
respec:tfUlness 
interac:ti.vity 
ADDI:TIONAL VARIABLES IN F!I:LE: 
TAP·EID 
CODER 
SEXD 
SExP 
DLEFT 
SE CD LEFT 
PRON£ 
8-:diqit tape ID 
c:odeZ: ID · 
i= provider gender 
patient gender 
l.=miil.e 2=fema.l.e 
l=male 2=fema.le 3=don•t know 
provider l.eft room? 0---:no l.+=yes, .. nl.unber of times 
l.ength o:f time (in seconds} dr ou-c of :room 
aJ:!.Y phone c:all.s? O=no l=yes 2=one-sided encounter; dr on 
phone with patient; onJ.y cir talk coded 
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OTHERDR 
THIRD 
THIRDEXT 
QUALITY 
BEGIN 
END 
PAU~E 
SECirENG 
l·iINLENG 
2::,d provider present? O=no 
3rd party present? O=no 
extent of 3rd party talk 
tape quality 
l=good 
2=fair 
3=some inaudible sections 
recording begins abruptly? 
recording ends abruptly? 
recording paus~d? 
length of visit .in seconds 
length of v:isit .in minutes 
l=yes 
l=yes 
l=little 2=medium 3=high 
O=no 
O=no 
O=no 
l==yes 
l'=yes 2=miss gfoo.d-by\=s 
1 +=number of pa.uses 
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PTCENTl = patient-centeredness score 1 (PSYQUEd + I,~FOPSYd +· ~Od + 
PSYQUEp + PJl..R~~Rd + INFOPSYp + EMOp + MEDQUEp ) / ( MEDQuEd +· :·pRQCd + 
INFOMEDp + INFOMED~ ) 
